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Dr Mark Carney
United Nations Special Envoy on Climate Action and Finance

"In the face of the unfolding climate emergency, this report provides a timely and valuable overview of the lessons we can already draw from the global insurance system - across public, private and mutual sectors - and the opportunities for that system to help increase our systemic resilience to the worst effects of climate change.

The authors rightly point out that “insurance systems sit among our most significant scientific, cultural and economic assets,” enabling markets and wider society to quantify, share and govern risks at local to global scales.

The report then zeros in on the mandates and actions that are necessary to maximise the value of these assets: from regulatory approaches to finding ways to ensure that we integrate and respond to the powerful signals about risk that are generated.

The global financial system is leading the way in the run up to COP26. This collaboration between senior regulators, policymakers and industry extends that leadership by informing a pathway beyond Glasgow that aims to secure a smoother and more equitable transition to a resilient, zero-carbon future."
Foreword

Dr Youssef Nassef
Director, Adaptation Division, United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

At a time when rapid transformative action is essential to address the climate emergency, this inspiring report highlights the centrality of risk management in climate change mitigation and adaptation, and points to the unique contribution of the insurance industry and regulators to a better understanding of climate risks, and to building a resilient future.

The insurance industry is proactively advancing policies to quantify risk and to expand risk-sharing pools in support of efforts to create a resilient net-zero future. The report identifies responses to climate impacts and the means for transitioning to sustainable economies and societies in a net-zero world.

The report also highlights the means for optimizing risk management, including through the PCL framework, to ensure that governments and communities have at their disposal the tools for the most effective allocation of resources in responding to the adverse effects of climate change.

Ekhosuehi Iyahen
Secretary General, Insurance Development Forum

“This report is a landmark and a launchpad. It provides the missing architecture to reveal the vast insurance continuum and how it plugs into the UNFCCC processes and our shared climate objectives. Upon this science-based, global system, the authors demonstrate how inclusive risk pools provide the key to orchestrate and steward the just, resilient, net zero transition for all.

Landmarks attract people. The spectrum of regulatory and other leaders that have been drawn together by CISL to provide input is unprecedented. Together they have prepared a launchpad for twenty practical and immediate actions to protect lives and livelihoods across geographies and generations.

The Insurance Development Forum combines industry, United Nations, World Bank and Governments to implement the UN 2030 Agenda. Building on our work with regulators and supervisors, we look forward to helping implement these urgent actions and mandates. Beyond the launchpad, this report will serve as a guide and tracker for our collective mission.”
This report proposes twenty immediate actions needed from policymakers, financial regulators and industry to expand risk sharing systems as an essential policy response to the Climate Emergency. The aim is to:

• Govern, manage and reduce climate risks, urgently, for a just-transition to resilience and net zero for all.

• Further integrate climate policy and financial regulation to ensure developing and developed economies achieve their climate objectives.

We describe the Climate Emergency as the product of multiple systemic risks (human, social, financial, economic and environmental) resulting from the carbon-based economy affecting the climate system. All countries and communities face growing and ultimately existential risks from the Climate Emergency, some more than others, but ultimately we all, together, face a collective systemic risk management challenge.

To manage these risks individually and structurally, we have to share them at scale. This report shows how. Insurance and wider financial regulation hold the key that policymakers must turn now.

While often overlooked, risk sharing systems (public, private, mutual) sit among our most significant scientific, cultural and economic assets. Throughout history, individuals have come together to protect what they value and secure more hopeful futures by sharing risks through collective pools of resources.

Modern risk-sharing systems extend from social protection to informal community networks and the insurance industry. They have crucial roles that must not be forgotten to confront the climate crisis. Together they represent approximately one third of the global USD80 trillion GDP. However, their distribution is uneven and, even where they exist, the response allocated to climate risks is only puny and tentative.

This report provides concrete solutions to change that. In the Climate Emergency, everyone should have the means to be protected and those who are most affected should be supported, especially the poorest and most vulnerable, among countries and within them.
Structure

The introduction explains the climate agenda as a global systemic risk management process that should integrate further with the global financial system to achieve mutually aligned objectives.

Part 1 sets the scene by presenting the wide range of risk-sharing systems operating across our societies. It also identifies the spectrum of actors (public, private and mutual) that will need to work together in the Climate Emergency to match the scale of actions required.

Part 2 identifies the unique contributions that insurance risk sharing and management can make to the systemic climate crisis. In this context, the emerging PCL (Preventative adaptation, Contingent arrangements, Loss acceptance) framework provides a means of integrating insurance capabilities into climate policy decisions.

Part 3 provides an overview of the roles and structure of global insurance regulation and its interaction with wider financial standard setters. This section identifies the mandates and docking points for policy signals required to implement the call to action in the subsequent parts.

Part 4 proposes insurance reforms and, crucially, an insurance-informed paradigm shift across the financial system. The objective is to measure and manage current and future climate risks today. We identify actions required for implementation.

Part 5 identifies risk sharing at a large scale across the public and private financial sectors as a second paradigm shift. This section is structured around the three climate objectives of resilience, net zero and just transition. We propose actions for each of them that, if applied, will enable a radical global transformation to protect lives and livelihoods.

Recommendations: Out of all the actions proposed in part 4 and part 5, we have selected six that need urgent policy signals.

Methodology

This report is a call to action and the methodology consists of two mutually reinforcing pillars:

- Informative (parts 1, 2 and 3): Provide the foundations for the actions proposed later in the report.

- Actions (parts 4, 5 and Recommendations): Parts 4 and 5 lay out a series of actions, including highlighting relevant actors and next steps. Each individual action could justify a report in itself. The overall aim is to provide a comprehensive inventory to identify avenues for action.

The report refers to examples and data selected from official sources to illustrate and expand upon points and observations on risk-sharing systems for the Climate Emergency. The use of particular sources should not be interpreted as indicating a preference over alternatives that may offer similar evidence.

The research involved the following:

- The co-authors combined relevant expertise from academia, industry and regulation.

- The Advisory Board included regulatory, policy and industry leaders whose active experience in the field has informed the writing process. Feedback was structured in formal group calls and individual exchanges.

- Surveys and research conducted by some Advisory Board members.

- Engagement with institutions involved in CoP26 processes.

- Discussions and email exchanges with experts including climate scientists, catastrophe modellers and regulatory advisors.

- Literature review.
Report terminology

Climate Emergency
The product of multiple systemic risks (human, financial, economic, climate, environmental) resulting from the carbon-based economy.

Climate risk
Physical risk: The risk of damage and losses from physical phenomena associated with both climate-related trends (eg changing weather patterns, sea level rise) and events (eg natural disasters, extreme weather).

Transition risk: Risk arising from disruptions and shifts associated with the transition to a low carbon economy, which may affect the value of assets or the costs of doing business.

Liability risk: The risk of claims against policyholders, for example for loss caused by climate change or failure to manage climate risks, as well as direct climate-related actions against insurers.¹,²,³

Risk sharing and risk transfer
In this report we use the terms ‘risk sharing’ and ‘risk transfer’ interchangeably to describe the primary function of insurance. In fact, risk is not transferred but shared between members of a risk pool. By joining a risk-sharing pool (eg buying an insurance policy), members implicitly commit to support each other, as well as protect themselves, when threats occur. A policyholder is both transferring their own risk and assuming risk from other members of the pool. If the risk pool is not managed sustainably and is exhausted by others’ claims, there will be insufficient funds to meet further claims. This is why insurance risk pools are regulated and governed by strict rules of individual and collective behaviour (eg an underwriter requiring a smoke alarm to obtain house insurance or a regulator requiring insurers to set up adequate reserves to meet potential future claims).

Risk-sharing systems
The full range of collective, risk-sharing mechanisms to protect populations and assets against defined risks. They include tax-based protection (eg welfare, social security, public health systems), the informal sector of community self-help and the insurance sector.

Systemic risk
As defined by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), Bank for International Settlements (BIS) and Financial Stability Board (FSB) in 2009 and adopted by the IAIS: “[risk of disruption to financial services that is caused by an impairment of all or parts of the financial system and has the potential to have serious negative consequences for the real economy. Fundamental to this definition is the notion of negative externalities from a disruption or failure of a financial institution, market or instrument.]” ⁴

Insurance
Pre-arranged risk-sharing mechanisms across populations, at local to global scales, through premium-like payments; using public, private, mutual or hybrid systems.

Insurance regulation and supervision
As per International Association of Insurance Supervisors (IAIS) terminology, ‘regulation’ covers rule-making aspects, and ‘supervision’ the ongoing oversight. The term ‘insurance supervisors’ covers both regulatory and supervisory activities.
Climate policymakers and financial regulators each apply risk-informed mandates to moderate the impacts of complex global systems onto populations and economies. Helpfully, their approaches are becoming more aligned as the interdependencies of climate and financial systems grow. 5,6,7

Yet, the enormous potential of these parallel risk-informed mandates to address the Climate Emergency remains critically underutilised. This report bridges the gap. It elaborates how the mandate of greenhouse gas stabilisation under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the mandate of financial stability under the Financial Stability Board (FSB) can be further aligned through risk-sharing systems.

**Climate policy as a risk management system**

It is often overlooked that the climate process is established upon a risk management approach. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) provides an ongoing science-based climate change risk assessment to establish realistic scenarios, probabilities, stress tests and tolerance thresholds. The latest IPCC risk assessment advises that, if met, current Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) would lead to an estimated rise of approximately 2.7°C, while business-as-usual higher emissions scenarios produce estimates of a +3.6°C to +4.4°C world by 2080–2100: (Shared Socioeconomic Pathways 2–4.5, 3–7.0, 5–8.5).8 Based on earlier IPCC risk assessments, at CoP21 Paris 2015, countries agreed to limit global warming to “well below” +2°C, with a target of +1.5°C, and increase adaptation measures to keep systemic risks within tolerable levels.9 To align with these targets and as part of the UNFCCC process, countries submit NDCs of planned emissions reductions and National Adaptation Plans (NAPs).

In preparation for CoP26 in Glasgow, the climate process coalesced towards three overarching climate objectives:

- **Race to Zero** greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by mid-century, with steep reductions by 2030.
- **Race to Resilience** to protect lives, livelihoods and assets exposed to physical climate risks.
- **A Just Transition** to ensure that the low carbon, resilient transition is fair to those least able to cope with the consequences of climate change and the economic and social impacts of net zero reforms.

From these essential objectives, the UNFCCC risk management challenge is to balance the pace and trade-offs of the net zero, resilient transition with scientific, economic, social and political pressures.

**Financial regulation as a climate risk management system**

Like the UNFCCC, financial regulators, including insurance supervisors, use risk-informed frameworks to oversee the safety and soundness of financial institutions and the stability of the financial system as a whole.

The global financial governance system is developing its understanding of how climate risks relate to central bank and regulator mandates across banking, investment, insurance and pensions.10 The distinctive and unique characteristics of climate risks were summarised by the Bank of England in 2018:11

- far-reaching in breadth and magnitude
- uncertain and extended time horizons
- foreseeable nature
- dependency on short-term action.

These characteristics of climate risk, and the resulting financial exposures to firms and consumers, are forcing regulators to reinterpret the implementation of their core financial stability and prudential mandates.

Crucially, climate risks are creating a new set of time horizons for most of the financial sector, extending decades into the future, as a shift from short-term practices.12

Our actions today will determine the degree and impact of current and future risks. These all depend on whether we rapidly mobilise to fund and share the costs, risks and rewards of the Climate Emergency in a viable and just way. Chapters 1, 2 and 3 provide the basis on which we can do this, and chapters 4 and 5 set out the call for action into individual, urgent and concrete actions.
The Sustainable Development Goals in this report

This report supports directly Goal 13: “Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts.”

Goal 13 underpins all the other 16 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as “climate change presents the single biggest threat to sustainable development everywhere and its widespread, unprecedented impacts disproportionately burden the poorest and most vulnerable.”

Therefore, by supporting Goal 13, the actions and recommendations in this report contribute to aspects of all the SDGs. In addition, four specific targets are directly impacted:

**Target 1.3** – Commits countries to implement nationally appropriate social protection systems for all

**Target 8.10** – Encourage and expand access to banking, insurance and financial services for all

**Target 10.5** – Improve regulation… and strengthen the implementation of such regulations

**Target 17.17** – Encourage and promote effective public, public–private and civil society partnerships

Two previous CISL reports have provided a detailed analysis of the role of insurance in relation to the SDGs:

*Insurance Regulation for Sustainable Development* (2015) was the first to frame insurance functions through the lens of the SDGs, map how insurance could support SDG goals and targets, and illustrate how supportive insurance regulation is an essential policy instrument to increase insurance access around the world (public, private, mutual) and advance climate and natural hazard resilience.

*Mutual Microinsurance and the Sustainable Development Goals* (2019) represented a two-year study in areas devastated by Typhoon Haiyan in The Philippines. For the first time, operational insurance functions and outcomes were assigned to the delivery of SDG targets and aligned with insurance-related indicators. The report also documented how insurance regulation is fundamental for financial inclusion and economic resilience.
Part 1 - The risk-sharing domain

RISK-SHARING SYSTEMS
Defining feature: Full range of collective, risk-sharing mechanisms to protect populations and assets against defined risks.

- Tax-based protection (e.g., welfare, social security, public health systems)
- Informal risk-sharing sector (e.g., community networks)
- Insurance sector

INSURANCE SECTOR
Defining feature: Some form of premium-like payment, in advance, in return for protection against defined risks. This represents the main scope of insurance activities usually overseen by insurance regulators and supervisors.

- Public sector
- Hybrid: public + private resources
- Insurance industry

INSURANCE INDUSTRY
Defining feature: Insurance-related organisations operating in the mutual and private sector.

- Risk carriers (underwriters): insurers, including microinsurance, reinsurers and capital markets
- Risk advisers and intermediaries (including insurance and reinsurance brokers)
- Distribution systems: agents, packaged, digital, corporate
- Supporting organisations including: technology, risk modelling and actuarial firms, credit rating agencies, claims adjusters, law firms, investment consultants and marketing and distribution partners
- Capital markets development: insurance-like protection, for example, insurance-linked securities (e.g., catastrophe bonds) and weather derivatives
Size of the global risk-sharing domain

The previous graphic has classified the wide range of risk-sharing systems that operate across our societies. It also identifies the spectrum of actors (public, private and mutual) that will need to work together in the Climate Emergency to apply the actions proposed in parts 4 and 5.

Building on that classification, we briefly summarise the current size of the global risk-sharing domain with two objectives: 1) to illustrate its substantial presence across many countries, as a cultural asset of social solidarity, across public, private and mutual arrangements, well beyond the private insurance industry alone; 2) to indicate how unevenly the risk-sharing domain is distributed globally, which will then serve as the basis for the massive expansion proposed in parts 4 and 5 to address the Climate Emergency and propel a just transition to resilience and net zero.

The public, private and mutual risk-sharing domain represents approximately one-third of the total global gross domestic product (GDP) (USD84.7 trillion in 2020), but its distribution is highly differentiated across countries. The level and composition of risk protection spending is influenced by the size, development and characteristics of the economy, by the evolution of the social contract and by cultural and political factors. Even countries considered generally similar can exhibit notable differences in patterns of risk sharing.

Tax-based risk sharing

Social protection and welfare coverage are compiled in the Social Protection Platform of the International Labour Organization (ILO). Approximately 18.9 per cent of global GDP, about USD15 trillion, is allocated to social protection, of which about a third is spent on healthcare. Sixty-six per cent of the global population has access to some form of public healthcare.

In Africa, 17 per cent of the population receive some form of social protection cash benefit, 39 per cent in Asia Pacific, 68 per cent across the Americas and 84 per cent in Europe and Central Asia.

In many countries, mandatory and voluntary private insurance expenditure and tax incentives with social purposes significantly augment these figures of risk sharing for social protection.

The map shows the stark reality that 55 per cent of the world's population do not have any cash social protection, most of whom live on less than USD5.50 per day (a poverty line calculated to include both upper and lower middle income countries). Covid-19, in addition to climate change and conflict, have worsened the situation. For the first time in over 20 years, extreme poverty (less than USD1.90 per day) has increased, affecting almost 10 per cent of the world's population.

Sustainable Development Goal 1.3 commits countries to implement nationally appropriate social protection systems for all, to reduce poverty. Parts 4 and 5 of this report provide urgent actions to contribute to this goal through climate risk sharing (from local to global, public and private).
The insurance industry

Overall premiums paid to the global insurance industry (private and mutual) were USD6.2 trillion in 2019 (approximately 7.2 per cent of global GDP), of which USD5.1 trillion was in developed economies, USD617 billion in China and USD544 billion in other emerging and developing markets. Non-life insurance business represented 53 per cent and life insurance 47 per cent of these global totals.22

In 2017, approximately 26.7 per cent of global insurance premiums were underwritten by the mutual and cooperative sector, serving approximately 900 million policyholders.24

As in the case of social protection, the global insurance coverage map reveals sharply a risk-sharing emergency that requires urgent actions to reduce climate risks across geographies and contribute to a resilient, net zero, just transition for all. For example, in 2017–18, the global (re)insurance industry covered USD219 billion in weather-related claims. An additional USD280 billion of uninsured losses fell on individuals, businesses, relief agencies and governments.25

Total premiums as % of GDP22

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>% of GDP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US &amp; Canada</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Asia Pacific</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced EMEA</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging Asia Pacific</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging EMEA</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Public–private disaster risk insurance systems

In addition to social insurance and welfare systems detailed above, national and regional governments contribute to disaster risk insurance systems to protect populations and industries from man-made risks (including nuclear accident liabilities or terrorism) and risks from natural catastrophes. There are three main types:

a) Subsidies for selected insurance classes:
For example, global public subsidies for agricultural insurance have been evaluated to be approximately two-thirds of global agricultural premiums.26

b) Sovereign disaster risk financing:
In the last two decades, this concept has expanded to include multi-sovereign risk pools, including the Caribbean Catastrophe Risk Insurance Facility (CCRIF), African Risk Capacity (ARC) and the Pacific Risk Information System (PCRAFI). The global spectrum of these systems was surveyed by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in 2015.27

c) Humanitarian responses:
A 2021 analysis of international humanitarian responses to natural hazards in nine developing countries indicated that only 2.3 per cent of funding was pre-arranged.28 Between 2018 and 2020, the international system spent approximately USD31 billion per year on humanitarian responses,29 which would suggest only USD700 million was pre-arranged.
Part 2 - Risk-sharing pools to enable risk management

This part identifies the distinctive contributions that insurance-informed risk-sharing pools can make to the systemic climate crisis and to climate policy. This report focuses on the insurance sector as underwriters, with a reference in part 4 as asset owners.

Section A: The unique approach of the insurance sector to risk

Insurance risk-sharing pools are integrated risk management systems combining the following building blocks.

2.a.1 Understanding the components of risk

The insurance sector has adopted an engineering-based understanding of the components of risk assessment and blended them with actuarial science. This has created a unique set of metrics and methodologies inside the financial system.

Risk is not simply the chance of a threat or an uncertainty, but a combination of three elements, which, in turn, hold the key for sustainable development and opportunity:

a) The likelihood (probability) of defined uncertainties or threats occurring. For example, a major hurricane striking a city in the next 12 months or a carbon-reduction policy being implemented by a government that could leave people without jobs.

b) Scale and attributes of the exposed entities to uncertainty or threat. For example, the size and demography of a city, the livelihoods of its inhabitants and the types of homes exposed to an uncertainty, such as a hurricane or closure of a factory under carbon-reduction legislation.

c) The vulnerability of those exposed entities to the level of uncertainty or threat. For example, how well buildings in a city withstand a hurricane or the ability of a factory to adapt to new emissions requirements.

An assessment of these three features of risk (probability, exposure, vulnerability) is the bedrock of understanding opportunity and sustainable growth.

Risk management is the process that informs actions that optimise desired outcomes, while reducing or avoiding the likelihood of bad or catastrophic ones.
Some examples of the three types of climate risk in relation to the three building blocks of risk

| Climate risk       | Threat or uncertainty          | Exposure                              | Vulnerability                                                        |
|--------------------|--------------------------------|---------------------------------------|                                                                    |
| Physical           | Typhoon                        | Home                                  | Roof construction type                                              |
|                    | Heatwave                       | Health and productivity               | Age / occupation / air conditioning access                          |
| Transition         | New energy policy              | Oil-dependent factory workers          | Factory adaptability / retraining / alternative employment opportunities |
|                    | New low carbon technology      | Main income from existing supply chain| Flexibility to access alternative existing supply chains or adapt to new technology |
| Legal liability    | Increasing incidence of wildfires | Electrical utility                   | Inadequate maintenance of powerlines and nearby vegetation          |
|                    | Acceleration of energy transition | Directors approve building of gas-fired power plant | Corporate governance standards / culture |
2.a.2 Risk assessment and quantification for short to medium-term risks

This feature, often misunderstood, is central to the paradigm shift across the financial system that we propose in part 4.

Since the early 1990s, (re)insurers have used catastrophe models to assess and quantify the likelihood and financial impact of natural hazards. While not infallible and subject to constant improvement, catastrophe models, and risk-informed capital, have given enough resilience to the industry during the unprecedented global natural catastrophe loss years of 2005, 2011 and 2017. As part 4 will argue, these techniques must be harnessed and built upon to make all financial markets resilient in the Climate Emergency.

In the last decade, catastrophe models have incorporated climate science inputs to consider trends related to natural variability and climate change to better understand current risk, not simply historical patterns. Until recently, regulation has typically required (re)insurers to undertake stress tests for the upcoming underwriting year only. Yet, catastrophe models have not been used to project forward because there have not been operational or regulatory requirements to do so. As regulators begin to require physical risk projections for decades ahead, catastrophe models are being conditioned, with climate model inputs, to simulate future, not just present, loss scenarios.

This quantification of risk, using standard metrics, has permitted the modelled risk to be commoditised, which has reduced underwriting uncertainty and created several opportunities: it has lowered insurance and reinsurance premiums, expanded insurance coverage, encouraged investors to make capital available to increase global insurance capacity and permitted the creation of financial instruments (such as catastrophe bonds and insurance-linked securities) that diversify this risk in other parts of the financial sector. Over the years, risk modelling methodology and metrics have been extended far beyond natural hazards to encompass all the risks insurers face within their portfolios. Some of these, such as legal, financial, regulatory and policy risks, are relevant to climate transition and liability risks.

Catastrophe risk modelling

Until the early 1990s, non-life insurers and reinsurers used past claims experience as the primary means of assessing natural hazard risks. Unprecedented losses in the late 1980s from asbestos liability and natural catastrophe risks, culminating in Hurricane Andrew in 1992, led to a systemic global market crisis.

In response, underwriters, regulators and credit rating agencies implemented a new approach to natural hazard risk assessment, called catastrophe risk modelling. The innovation was to better quantify ‘what could happen next year’ rather than ‘what has happened’ in the past. Catastrophe models simulate and quantify realistic worst case scenarios using the hazard, exposure and vulnerability risk methodology introduced above. They blend four disciplines: engineering metrics and expertise, actuarial science, physical and human geography and, in recent years, they have started to incorporate climate science.

A critical component of the catastrophe model is the hazard module, which usually simulates 10,000 potential years of loss events (eg floods or hurricanes). “The goal is not to recreate the last 10,000 years of history, but to simulate 10,000 years of activity equivalent to current conditions”. This creates an extensive database (event set) of simulated events to stress test portfolios, far beyond historical records alone, to evaluate the likelihood of high and low-loss years. For example, the simulated storms will have tracks, wind speeds and footprints that are then applied to the locations and details of exposed assets and related vulnerability functions. This enables the assessment of risk for an individual asset, or to accumulate these for the portfolio as a whole.

Climate science can also be applied to 10,000 simulated Atlantic hurricane seasons under, for instance, conditions expected in 2035. Due to warmer oceans, hurricanes are predicted to exhibit a distribution skewed towards more extreme (Category 4 and 5) storms with a northward shift of tracks, leading to cities like New York having higher annual risks and greater storm-surge heights from sea-level rise. The financial impacts of this 2035 projection can be compared with 2020 estimates to indicate the impacts of climate change.
2.a.3 Risk assessment and quantification for long-term risks

Discussion on climate risk quantification in the insurance sector has focused on so-called short tail insurance classes, like natural catastrophe reinsurance, that directly relate to underwriting physical climate risks. This raises questions on the sector’s approach to long-term risks and the capability to assess future climate change on current and future underwriting and asset portfolios.

However, two parts of the insurance sector are focused on long-term risk quantification. Firstly, over half of the global insurance sector covers long-term life, pensions and health insurance. In this case, premiums paid today must cover risks and commitments that may not commence for decades and potentially persist for many years. These underwriters factor in long-term future changes in the external risk environment and in attributes of the risk pool.

Secondly, underwriters of so-called long tail classes, such as legal liabilities, must consider the potential long-term impacts of current actions on third parties or the changing future perceptions and legal landscape on current actions. As the scientific consensus on the impacts of fossil fuels translates into legal decisions, historic and contemporary actions by corporates and financial institutions are at growing risk of incurring legal liabilities that may fall upon insurers. Claims can be made years, or even decades, after a policy was issued.

These features of life, pensions and liability insurance require underwriters and actuaries to apply long-term scenarios and risk assessment techniques to evaluate the impact on portfolios. Indeed, this is where the majority of the insurance sector’s risk quantification personnel, expertise and experience exists.

Until recently, these long-term risk quantification capabilities have not been applied operationally to climate risks. Recent developments are changing this as regulators consider the impact of climate change on life, legal liability and pensions portfolios. Part 4 will refer to this in the suggested improvements for the insurance sector.

2.a.4 Risk disclosure, solvency and regulatory capital requirements

Uniquely, the outputs of catastrophe models are used to disclose an insurance company’s risk to supervisors, which determine capital requirements to maintain adequate solvency for natural disasters. The 1:200 year maximum probable stress test has become the basis for confirming that insurers have sufficient capital to support their underwriting exposures and commitments. These types of solvency requirements for natural hazard risks are not yet required from other financial institutions or corporates.

The 2020 Annual Report of Swiss Re reports its one-year (2021) 99.5 per cent tail Value at Risk from all risks to be USD20.1 billion. This represents the average loss, at current risk levels, expected to occur once in 200 years (or less frequently) across all its underwriting and investment portfolios. Swiss Re must evidence to its regulator that it has a solvency (capital) margin significantly larger than this to be authorised to underwrite. Swiss Re also discloses the key risks stress test results that drive this total figure, including Atlantic hurricane (USD5.8 billion) and European windstorm (USD2.3 billion).
2.a.5 Risk pools: governance, sustainability and risk reduction

Insurance systems share risks between populations at local and global scales via public, private and mutual-cooperative mechanisms or hybrid systems. Sustainable insurance systems must ensure two aspects: security and affordability.

a) Financial security: To be financially sustainable, insurance pools require constant risk evaluation and management. Insurance systems operate in a state of dynamic equilibrium, driven by changing attributes of the members and external risks, which may develop in a non-linear way. Tipping points or threshold equilibrium can threaten insurance pool performance or even viability. New trends, sudden extremes and long-term uncertainties must be managed to ensure pool sustainability and members’ confidence in the insurance system.

b) Affordability: Insurance security is strengthened with an increased size and diversity of risk-sharing communities. The protection needs to be affordable for a large enough proportion of the population to ensure societal protection and a sustainable business. Insurance systems share risk more widely for greater security. Pools grow and diversify through expansion by acquiring new members. This principle applies when a pool protects itself through reinsurance or into capital markets, through insurance-linked securities, and with public sector facilities.

Insurance systems apply individual and societal risk management rules to be sustainable. Members accept rules to reduce risk, keep premiums affordable and govern access to the shared pool of capital. Insurance systems also drive societal risk governance. For example, risk reduction laws, regulations and interventions are used to keep insurance pools sustainable and premiums affordable.

2.a.6 Transparency of risk signalling and systemic risk intelligence

An insurance price, usually expressed as an annual premium, signals complex and integrated risk intelligence in a clear, simple and comparable way.

The annualised risk metric, called pure premium, provides a universal, practical and standardised unit of risk operating across economies and sectors. This is the pure price of risk (quantified potential losses) before adding expenses and profit in the final premium. The annual pure premium is an important contribution to consistent risk evaluation with applicability to transition, physical and liability climate risks.

Ultimately, the performance of the collective insurance pool over time provides a powerful signal on the sustainability of risks across the community. If the risk pool is unable to meet the level of payouts within affordable levels of insurance premium, the level of risk may be unsustainable without some form of additional or external intervention to reduce risks or subsidise premiums.

The total level of premium and claims across a country also provides a national assessment of insured risk and how it is distributed across regions and communities. Parts 4 and 5 will build on this to support greater risk awareness and sharing across economies.

The examples of flood insurance in Australia, the USA and the UK illustrate challenges that are replicated in regions worldwide.
Example: Flood insurance in Australia, the USA and the UK

>> In Australia, homeowners’ flood insurance is provided solely through commercial markets (private and mutual) without public intervention. Increased losses in high-risk regions, including coastal Queensland, have produced steep and sustained rises of insurance premiums and withdrawal of coverage. Insurance premiums are sending strong and clear risk signals. The speed and impact in hard-hit localities is leading to unacceptable levels of economic risk and social dislocation. While this has prompted some municipalities to undertake flood resilience interventions to help reduce premiums, insurance access and affordability has become a significant political issue and economic challenge.  

While enabling access to affordable insurance to many at-risk homeowners, subsidies raise questions of economic sustainability and social equity, such as should low-income, non-home-owners in low-risk locations subsidise wealthy citizens to insure second homes in high-risk coastal zones? Subsidies for insurance premiums that remain below actuarially based levels dampen risk signalling and incentivise living and investing in high-risk locations. In response, FEMA is undertaking historic changes to its risk rating methodology "to deliver rates that are actuarially sound, equitable, easier to understand and better reflect a property's flood risk". The private flood insurance market still makes up a small portion of total US flood premiums. The National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) has published guidance to assist state regulators in developing a larger private insurance market for residential flood insurance.

>> In the United States, homeowners’ flood insurance costs in high-risk zones have been subsidised by the federal National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), under the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) funded by general taxation. In response to increasing flood claims, the NFIP has required over USD35 billion from the US Treasury to supplement customer premiums since 2005.

>> In the United Kingdom, homeowners’ insurance includes flood cover by default. In the wake of increased flooding events in 2005–10, insurers threatened to withdraw from continued coverage for approximately 500,000 homes in high-risk areas. In response, the industry and government developed Flood Re in 2016, which reinsures the coverage of high-risk homes, subsidised by a levy of approximately £10 on all UK domestic property insurance policies. The programme is not open to new properties built in flood zones and was subject to government commitments to ongoing flood defences. The programme was legislated to have a life of 30 years, by which time it is envisaged that flood risk will have become managed so that premiums for all homes will be affordable without Flood Re.

Section B: The PCL framework: guiding risk-sharing policy in the climate transition

The flood examples above demonstrate the difficulties in designing and operating socially fair, politically viable and economically sustainable climate-related insurance systems. These difficulties are addressed in the emerging PCL framework, elaborated to help society, policymakers and wider stakeholders to confront the resilience and adaptation decisions of the Climate Emergency.
2.b.1. What is the PCL framework?

The framework is a complementary policy approach to guide participatory decision-making and choices. The optimum design of risk-sharing systems requires communities and economic actors to decide their priorities for protection, for example: social cohesion, housing, critical infrastructure, education, employment or cultural assets.

The framework starts by societies defining their level of ‘loss tolerability’, which is “a value-driven consultative assessment by society in which it determines which losses it considers to be tolerable and which ones are intolerable”.45

It then guides decision-making on the three overarching approaches in the face of risk: 44,45

P – Preventative adaptation or risk reduction, which are undertaken for all potential losses that are deemed to be intolerable, and for those tolerable losses for which preventative measures are the most cost-effective.

C – Contingent arrangements: Excess risk is managed through all risk-sharing and risk transfer available or planned relocation.

L – Loss acceptance: When the loss is smaller than the costs of risk reduction or contingent arrangements.

At the heart of the PCL framework is a system to address the essential resilience choices facing everyone, from families to heads of government: what is the risk; what is valued; what should be protected; what should be insured, how should it be shared, and what should be left to fate? The answer, whether it is a householder protecting lives, livelihoods and shelter or a mayor protecting a city, is usually a blend of these responses.

The PCL cycle 44

The PCL framework is an iterative process, updated as conditions and circumstances change.
2.b.2 Further integrating the PCL with insurance capabilities

Application of the PCL framework by policymakers can be enhanced with insurance thinking and risk pool capabilities.

a) Insurance-informed quantification to guide loss classification:

The first step in the PCL framework is loss classification, to which insurance expertise can add advanced risk assessment and quantification techniques, as elaborated in the previous section.

The common set of insurance-based metrics, lexicon and data can be used by policymakers, financial institutions, development agencies and public and private sector entities for more effective decision-making and cost–benefit analysis (CBA). This quantification of risk can also inform cultural, social and political priorities in the PCL framework.

b) Using risk-sharing pools to govern, fund and deliver PCL framework outcomes

Risk-sharing pools are the operational platform that enables PCL framework decisions to be implemented by:

1. Establishing contractual relationships and practical mechanisms to administer payments and governance of stakeholders.

2. Revealing in clearer detail the costs and benefits for different stakeholders, using public and private sector contribution. This includes the cost of premiums and wider risk-reduction measures necessary to make the risk pool sustainable and affordable.

c) A common framework for climate policy and financial regulation

PCL outcomes, enabled by risk pools, provide climate policy leaders and financial regulators with a shared, practical means to achieve their respective mandates of climate resilience, financial inclusion and stability. These concepts are translated into actions later in this report.

2.b.3 Supporting highly vulnerable and lower income countries

The PCL framework provides a coherent approach to address structural issues, from local to regional and global scales. However, at national levels, greater risk awareness and transparency could inadvertently hinder investment and risk financing just when it is most needed.

Insurance-informed risk quantification with the PCL approach enables governments to:

- evaluate and articulate where investment is needed to deliver the most significant resilience benefits
- attract donor or concessional finance to be directed towards the most efficient interventions to achieve greater resilience, build economic and social confidence and stimulate sustainable investment
- align the resources of development institutions to match the delivery of their mandates, reduce risks to priority populations and secure development gains and human wellbeing.

Based on these analyses, communities or countries can optimise their participation in risk-sharing pools and configure the use of necessary and available subsidies to achieve collective resilience objectives. Failure to adopt this approach could lead to lack of risk understanding, uncertain prioritisation and inefficient use of scarce resources to achieve desired outcomes.
Part 3 - Insurance regulation and climate

“Far more than in the regulation of other financial services sectors, insurance regulation is the product of normative conceptions of social welfare and economic fairness.”

The contribution that insurance regulation can make to the Climate Emergency is underpinned by its experience of overseeing risk pools that address complex scientific and social challenges.

Part 3 identifies the regulatory mandates and processes that can support the adoption and implementation of the report’s actions and recommendations (parts 4 and 5).

Section A: The architecture of global insurance regulation

This section maps the scope of insurance regulation to provide the logic and foundations of the tripartite relationship among insurance regulation, financial system and climate policy called for in this report.

Insurance regulators do not operate in isolation. They are subject to, empowered and guided by legislation and mandates. This legislation is, in turn, the product of international and national public policy seeking to establish fair and effective ways to understand, manage and share economic and wider risks across societies.

3.a.1 The importance of regulatory mandates

Regulators’ activities are bound by their mandates. Insurance regulation is mandated by governments to protect policyholders and ensure wider financial stability. In order to support climate objectives, the role of regulators must be anchored in the interpretation, implementation and evolution of their mandates. They include:

- **Micro-prudential**: Insurance supervisors’ primary duty is to protect the interests of policyholders and to ascertain that risk pools (insurers) have sufficient funds to pay for claims, even in the event of very large and sustained losses.

- **Macro-prudential**: overseeing overall market stability at a national and, more recently, global level. Macro-prudential supervision in the insurance sector addresses two types of risk: the financial stability risks that could impact the insurance sector (and ultimately policyholders) and the risks that are generated or amplified in the insurance sector that could have an impact on other parts of the financial system.

- **Market conduct**: Regulators supervise the performance of institutions and practitioners in the execution of their duties to, and fair treatment of, consumers and other stakeholders.

- **Development**: Some (but not all) regulators have mandates to support the development of the insurance sector and expand access to protection: “Supervisory objectives could also include promoting insurance market development, financial inclusion, financial consumer education…”

3.a.2 Growing integration of insurance regulation with global financial policymaking

To manage global risks, we need globally co-ordinated systems. Driven by financial shocks and international market co-ordination, the development of international insurance standards has led to increasing harmonisation of insurance supervision around the world. This allows for a more globally co-ordinated response to systemic risks, like climate change.

Since 1994, insurance regulators have convened through the International Association of Insurance Supervisors (IAIS) “to promote effective and globally consistent supervision of the insurance industry.” It comprises over 200 supervisory authorities, overseeing 97 per cent of global insurance premiums. It is hosted by the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) in Basel, Switzerland, which is responsible for the banking regulatory framework through the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision. In many countries, integrated regulators and supervisors cover banking, insurance and investment activities.

In the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, the IAIS aligned further with international financial policymakers, becoming
a member of the G20 Financial Stability Board (FSB). Its contribution to policymaking relates to insurance and the supervision of the global financial sector. As the risks from 2008 were addressed, the FSB also became the vehicle for managing global climate-driven financial risks with the launch of the FSB G20 Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) in 2015.

3.a.3 How insurance supervisors implement their mandates

The IAIS sets its standards through 24 Insurance Core Principles (ICPs) updated periodically. Member supervisory authorities apply them in their own jurisdictions through local law, policy and regulation. The ICPs are complemented by Issues or Application Papers, providing advice and examples of good practice on specific areas. The supervision of almost 50 large insurers is co-ordinated through ComFrame, a comprehensive and outcomes-based framework. This ensures that large, internationally active, cross-border insurers can operate with internationally consistent regulatory requirements.

To support global financial stability, in 2019 the IAIS adopted the Holistic Framework for the assessment and mitigation of systemic risk in the insurance sector. Through the Holistic Framework, the IAIS foresees an annual monitoring and assessment of the potential build-up of systemic risks in the insurance sector and supervisory responses. The outcome of this Global Monitoring Exercise is reported to the FSB and the general public.

The interaction between the global and national levels is a two-way flow, where progressive national developments feed into the IAIS to then inform global reforms that are implemented at the national level.

Interaction of policy, law and regulation (Adapted from CISL, 2019)
Section B: Climate in insurance regulation

This section highlights the climate-specific instruments upon which the actions and recommendations of this report are built.

Since 2016, the United Nations (UN) convened Sustainable Insurance Forum (SIF) has brought together insurance supervisors on a voluntary basis to facilitate sharing and collaboration, strengthen understanding and address sustainability issues within the insurance sector. With the input of the SIF, climate-related risks have become steadily more integrated into the work of the IAIS. By 2021, this landscape had become sufficiently developed for climate risks to be channelled into IAIS core activities, as summarised in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruments</th>
<th>Key extracts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **IAIS strategy and high-level goals** | The 2020–24 IAIS Strategic Plan states:  
**Climate risk**: “insurers are exposed to both transition risk as institutional investors and physical risk from natural disasters through their underwriting, but can also be key agents in the mitigation and management of climate risk.”  
**Financial inclusion and sustainable economic development**: “insurance supervision has an important role to play in insurance market development and, more broadly, sustainable economic development, in the wider context of achieving the IAIS’ Mission.”  
**Relevance to this report**: The actions proposed in parts 4, 5 and Recommendations of this report will invoke these strategic priorities as pressing, interwoven elements of the Climate Emergency requiring urgent action. |
| **Micro-prudential supervision** | Application Paper on the Supervision of Climate Related Risks in the Insurance Sector - First of its kind by a global standard-setting body.  
- Formally embeds climate risk guidance across the supervisory process of insurers: ICP 7 (Corporate Governance), ICP 8 (Risk Management), ICP 9 (Supervisory review and reporting), ICP 15 (Investments), ICP 16 (Own Risk and Solvency Assessment), ICP 20 (Disclosures).  
- Guidance on disclosure of risks, for instance, in line with the TCFD framework.  
**Relevance to this report**: It integrates climate-related risks into the core supervisory requirements applied to insurers (parts 4 and 5). |
“Climate change will have wide-ranging effects on the insurance industry and, if left unchecked, will impact global financial stability; insurers have a central role to play in the transition to net-zero and in building climate resilience. Supervisors should have the expertise to adequately monitor and address these risks.”

Vicky Saporta, Executive Committee Chair, International Association of Insurance Supervisors.53

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruments</th>
<th>Key extracts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Macro-prudential supervision</td>
<td><strong>Application Paper on Macro-prudential Supervision</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Provides examples of the various macro-prudential tools that a supervisor may use, many of which are helpful to assess climate-related risks. For example, supervisory macro-prudential stress testing can be used to measure the impact of climate change on the insurance sector as a whole.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Notes that supervisors should develop systems and processes to collect and analyse ad-hoc data to address evolving and emerging risks, such as climate-related risks.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relevance to this report:</strong></td>
<td>It provides the basis for multi-entity data assimilation and market-wide risk assessment at a national level (part 4).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro-prudential monitoring</td>
<td><strong>Global Insurance Market Report (GIMAR) Special topic on climate risk55</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quantitative analysis study of the investment exposures of the insurance sector to climate-related risks, building on data collection from IAIS members. It shows that more than 35 per cent of insurers’ holdings of equities, corporate bonds, loans and mortgages, sovereign bonds and real estate could be exposed to climate change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relevance to this report:</strong></td>
<td>a) international, multi-jurisdiction data assimilation; b) quantification of climate-related investment risks (part 4).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Identifies climate as an emerging systemic risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Comprises the following:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a) Global Monitoring Exercise (GME), as reported on in the annual Global Insurance Market Report (GIMAR): to assess the build-up of systemic risk globally and report to the FSB and wider public.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) Supervisory material: an enhanced set of supervisory policy measures for macro-prudential purposes, as contained in the ICPs and ComFrame. The objectives are: i) to increase the overall resilience of the insurance sector; ii) to enable a prompt response when potential systemic risk is detected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c) Implementation assessment: assessment of the consistent implementation of the supervisory material.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relevance to this report:</strong></td>
<td>Provides an existing instrument to incorporate the actions proposed in part 4 on systemic climate risk and the protection gap.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parts 4 and 5 will build on the mandates and developments identified throughout Part 3 to propose 20 actions required in the Climate Emergency.
Part 4 - Paradigm shift 1: insurance informed risk quantification across public and private financial systems

The scale of the task to integrate climate risk management across finance, regulation and policy requires a shift in various different paradigms. This report focuses exclusively on the contribution of insurance-informed change, but does not imply this is the only desirable paradigm shift in the race to net zero, resilience and a just transition.

Part 4 consists of two sections. Section A advocates further development of the insurance sector’s climate risk quantification practices to match the speed and scale of the Climate Emergency.

Section B presents a paradigm shift to disseminate insurance-based quantification techniques and capabilities across public and private financial systems.

To guide these actions we have focused on:

- the priorities identified in the FSB Roadmap for Addressing Climate-related Financial Risks (July 2021), prepared in consultation with standard-setting bodies and other relevant international bodies.56
- two supporting FSB documents: i) The availability of data with which to monitor and assess climate-related risks to financial stability 57 and ii) Report on promoting climate-related disclosures. 58 We refer to sections of these reports as appropriate.

Collectively, the FSB material identifies TCFD as the unifying approach and focuses on how this framework can be operationalised with tractable data and metrics, including the necessity of developing consistent best practice across the financial system.

Paradigm shift

*Source: UKCoP2659
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Section A: Priorities for the insurance sector

This section focuses on the need for the insurance sector to accelerate the development and implementation of its own climate risk assessment capabilities.

Part 2 identified the spectrum of analytical expertise contained within the insurance sector to assess the wide range of exposures, risks and timescales within institutions and markets. The urgent, comprehensive and complex demands of climate risk assessment invite a more co-ordinated and energetic effort to corral the sector’s capabilities.\textsuperscript{[50],[61]} This agenda could support the development of methodologies, metrics and shared reference data and analytical facilities.

**Action 1 – Insurance sector improvements**

**a) Climate risk quantification capabilities and implementation of TCFD**

In line with the FSB Roadmap, the IAIS could share among its members: “developments and best practices on metrics, tools and supervisory approaches to encourage and monitor reporting entities’ progress on climate disclosure... [and share] information about relevant public and private initiatives that have been established to increase awareness of climate-related disclosures as well as to support industry in improving the quality, consistency and comparability of disclosures.”\textsuperscript{[58]}

Under the IAIS Climate Risk Steering Group, an opportunity exists to align best practice among supervisors and regulated entities across the insurance sector to improve climate risk quantification, including implementation of TCFD.

**b) Reduction of premiums to reflect resilience interventions**

At present consumers are not consistently rewarded for their risk-reduction measures. Insurers should pass these benefits transparently to policyholders through reduced premiums and improved conditions.

For example, in the US, multiple states require mitigation credits to be applied to home and business property premiums for risk reduction. Most frequently, premium discounts are applied for enhanced roofing construction as part of the FORTIFIED program developed by the Insurance Institute for Business and Home Safety (IBHS).\textsuperscript{[62]}

On the regulatory side, the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) is working with industry and community stakeholders to incentivise risk reduction and encourage policyholders to participate in mitigation action.

**c) Macro prudential and systemic risk assessment and monitoring**

The Climate Emergency reinforces the sense that risk quantification and systemic risk intelligence are areas where the distinctive contribution of insurance regulators is valued and anticipated. Plans to incorporate climate-related risks in the IAIS Global Monitoring Exercise output in late 2022 may provide an initial focal point to consider an annual systemic climate risk assessment informing the CoP process.

**d) Technology**

Advanced technologies and digital platforms are transforming the operations of the insurance sector, including underwriting, product distribution, claim settlement and the affordability of insurance through reduced operational expenses.\textsuperscript{[63],[64]}

Satellite remote sensing, climate modelling, sensors, analytics and continually expanding connectivity are enabling new forms of risk sharing including an expanding range of parametric instruments.

For instance, in India, the ‘Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana’ (Prime Minister's Crop Insurance Scheme) is designed to use technology to serve the 70 per cent of the country's population dependent on agriculture. It includes smartphones, payment wallets, drones, remote sensing, geo-mapping, geo-fencing and satellite imaging.\textsuperscript{[65]}

Technology creates new areas to be covered by regulation, but also facilitates some of the regulatory tasks, potentially increasing regulatory capacity at a large scale. Big data, machine learning, the internet of things and artificial intelligence help supervisory technology (SupTech) with automated processes for reporting and monitoring. Technology also aids the delivery of regulatory requirements (RegTech).\textsuperscript{[56]}

Many insurance regulators are embracing these new possibilities. For example, in future, if parametric insurance instruments are used to share climate risks, at scale, in sovereign, corporate or municipal bonds markets, technology could be used to help regulators ensure the prudence and effectiveness of such instruments. The adoption of these technologies can require regulatory evolution. For example, Costa Rica, followed by Brazil, adopted index-based insurance through a further interpretation of insurable interest in the governing law of insurance.\textsuperscript{[67]}
As demand for climate-related protection expands across the economy and markets, there are opportunities for further co-ordination between financial regulators to consider how insurance can be operationally integrated and appropriately recognised in other sectors.

e) Natural capital

As natural capital is degraded, the increased risk and impacts on affected assets can be quantified through similar techniques used for physical climate risk modelling.68

For example, a degraded mangrove exposes coastal assets to storm damage, as well as reducing carbon sinks, fisheries and habitats. As climate risk reporting is implemented, the value of ecosystems in managing risk and supporting economic and social assets will be further recognised. Material risks and impact of their loss will need to be disclosed, and benefits of maintenance expressed. This imputes specific value on natural assets, even when they provide no income and are part of the shared commons.

The value of ecosystems can also be transmitted through the impact on insurance premiums. For instance, research in California has demonstrated that forest ecosystem management could reduce the level of wildfire risk on residential insurance premiums by over 40 per cent.69

Insurance has unique attributes that make it well suited to protect natural assets. It is not necessary to own an asset to have an insurable interest in its condition. This enables public and private entities to create arrangements to insure and manage their interests in natural assets. These techniques have been pioneered by conservation organisations on territorial and marine ecosystems, such as the Nature Conservancy and the Mesoamerican Reef Fund in Central America and the Caribbean.70

The Taskforce on Nature-related Financial Disclosures (TNFD) highlights the critical links between climate risk and nature, and over the next two years will develop a framework for reporting nature-related physical and transition risks. This indicates how natural capital is today perhaps at a similar stage to climate risk half a decade ago.71

Consideration should be given to how the regulatory impetus to address climate-related risks and sustainable development could be extended to assess and manage the risks and impacts to natural assets.

Action 2 – Evaluating the contingent climate risks of insurers

Risk disclosure alone is insufficient to achieve financial resilience. The insurance sector has achieved relative resilience from natural disasters because regulators and credit rating agencies require companies to maintain sufficient capital to meet stress tests and realistic disaster scenarios. Stress tests can help identify new climate-related contingent liabilities that should be quantified and managed, including whether these are sufficiently provided for in the insurers’ own risk and solvency assessments.

This powerful influence means that an evidence-based approach has to be intrinsic in all capital frameworks and supervisory approaches. It must build upon the development of rigorous methods, metrics and data availability identified above. As confidence in the quantification of contingent climate liabilities grows, this will provide a foundation to inform the treatment of regulatory capital.

Some insurance supervisors have developed considerable sophistication in this area and may become the pioneers of this implementation, which can then be refined and adopted by other sectors. For example, plans on the regulatory capital treatment of climate change are already under discussion by the European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA).12

Building upon existing practice, the insurance sector is in a leading position to pioneer the methodologies to assess contingent liabilities of physical, transition and liability risks. In due course, regulators might apply regulatory capital requirements to these areas in line with determinations of material risks to insurers:

“Risk mitigation in a prudential regulation authority is largely conducted through the lens of firms’ capital adequacy… It is therefore possible that the incentives to address climate change risk for both firms and supervisors could be enhanced if it were incorporated explicitly into firms’ capital requirements”.”72
**Action 3 – Integrating risk assessment from short-term to intergenerational timescales**

**a) Blending short-term and long-term skills**

The success of systemic climate risk assessment depends on bringing the skills of the long-term life, pensions and investment sides of the insurance industry together with their property and liability counterparts. At present the insurance sector’s sub-disciplines, including life insurance actuaries, natural catastrophe modellers, investment analysts and lawyers have often worked in professional silos.

The building blocks to provide this holistic analysis may already be in place, uniquely in insurance organisations. Chief Risk Officers (CROs) of insurance groups draw these components together under enterprise risk management frameworks using consistent methodologies and metrics. This may form a basis for developing integrated climate risk assessment for institutions across spatial and temporal scales that integrates many channels of risk for financial institutions.

Such work would require approaches to considering extremes, correlations, non-linearities and related techniques for developing and applying scenarios development, data assimilation and stress testing. Managing interdependent climate risks requires expertise to be combined in new ways. Insurance CROs and the insurance supervisors that require these assessments have the experience to contribute leadership in this area.

**b) Fiduciary duties**

In many jurisdictions insurers operate with a level of implicit government support, which puts high levels of expectation on insurers’ social licence to operate. As climate-related events become more frequent and/or severe, these pressures and expectations will also increase.

“Insurers have a fiduciary duty to protect and enhance the value of their ‘policyholders’ assets... The common understanding of this responsibility is that insurers, as fiduciaries, should focus on generating risk-adjusted portfolio returns in order to maximise the financial benefits they can pay out. Prudential standards aim to ensure that they will do so.”

In 2021, as part of the European Green Deal, the EU amended its rules of the fiduciary duties for the insurance and reinsurance sectors to “encompass sustainability risks such as the impact of climate change and environmental degradation on the value of investments.”

The role of insurers as experts in physical climate risk modelling and influencers on climate resilience through the terms and conditions and design of insurance policies was also highlighted. Under the legislation, insurers will be required to consider the impacts of product design on climate risk and resilience.

These developments are likely to proliferate across other jurisdictions. Prudential regulation and financial conduct supervision will need to align with these evolving duties of care.

**c) Climate legal liabilities**

Significant parts of the insurance industry have long-dated liabilities. They include the provision of directors and officers (D&O) and professional indemnity cover, which allows company directors and senior executives to act in their roles with confidence and take calculated risks to ensure a return to their shareholders.

Insurance policies issued over 40 years ago are still responding to claims relating to asbestos and other dangerous substances, even though in many cases the detrimental outcomes were known long before the risk materialised. Commercial imperatives and short-term considerations meant they were not acted on, often with tragic human consequences. Courts’ approaches to climate-related issues are likely to continue evolving, and liability insurers will need to consider how their policyholders’ actions today will be judged in the legal landscape of the future. This should influence their coverage conditions and risk appetite.

Those seeking to identify and redress injustices related to the climate risks and the transition to a resilient and low carbon economy may resort to litigation. Some climate cases relate to responsibility for historic emissions, to the completeness and (in)accuracy of corporate disclosures and to the sufficiency of future plans to meet public or private sector commitments. Insurance coverage will play a significant role in funding the costs of legal outcomes and remedies, and driving behaviours to reduce future risks. Liability insurers will need to consider the legal landscape of the future and how their policyholders acting today will be judged. As a result, coverage conditions will need to be revised accordingly. Within this context, climate liability can be incorporated within the scope of the just transition.

The future impact of climate-related legal liabilities on the insurance sector remains uncertain but potentially significant. Insurance regulators should further develop scenarios and stress tests to understand the scope and scale of the impacts of climate liabilities on insurers.
**Action 4 – Serving the uninsured: risk signalling and measuring the protection gaps**

Among financial authorities, insurance regulators have developed unique experience in assessing natural hazard risks to national economies: from domestic households and small businesses to infrastructure and public assets. This expertise can be put to wider use in the Climate Emergency. At least three steps are necessary to achieve whole economy risk awareness:

a) current and future risk signalling to whole society: insured and uninsured
b) current and projected size of the protection gap
c) assessment of risk ownership of protection gap exposures.

Insurance regulators’ mandates have focused on ensuring the security of coverage for existing policyholders. There have been limited duties to serve the uninsured, and only some regulators have development mandates to support insurance market expansion and wider access to insurance protection.

In the context of the Climate Emergency, this is starting to change. Some regulators and related public agencies already undertake some of these activities. For example:

- In 2016, African Risk Capacity (ARC) signed an agreement with the regional insurance oversight body Conférence Interafricaine des Marchés d’Assurances (CIMA) to provide access to ARC Risk View data on natural hazard risks in West and Central African countries.78

- In 2020, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) released the online mapping tool, Natural Risk Index, which identifies communities at risk to 18 natural hazards.79 Combined with US population data, this tool can be used to identify high-risk, highly vulnerable communities. This information can help inform where grant funding is needed to increase resilience efforts.80

- Also in 2020, EIOPA published initial assessments of the natural hazard insurance protection gap across Member States.81

This role and expertise should be built upon to measure and communicate total risk levels and the proportion that is not insured (the protection gap), falling on individuals, companies, banks or governments.

To manage systemic risk, insurance supervisors, working in concert with national authorities including environment agencies, could assimilate this vital information up to regional and global levels. Ultimately, this can provide inputs to systemic FSB financial stability analysis and IPCC climate risk assessments.

**Action 5 – Updating risk assessment and asset classes for low carbon and resilient infrastructure investments**

Spending of almost USD7 trillion a year is required up to 2030 to achieve net zero by 2050.82 Insurers as investors are engaged with programmes to enable investments in low carbon assets and resilient infrastructure, but despite these efforts, less than 2.5 per cent of insurers’ assets under management to infrastructure is allocated to infrastructure.83

Insurers’ reserves require specific regulation, for example to ensure that sufficient funds are available for catastrophic events even during market downturns. These twin pressures have encouraged regulatory dialogue and innovation to balance the objectives of investment scope while ensuring solvency and liquidity.

Some national regulators are examining the scope to increase the proportion of insurance sector assets that may be allocated to real asset classes and the risk weightings and capital charges these attract. For example in 2017 EIOPA reduced the capital charges on (re)insurers’ holdings in infrastructure corporates by 25 per cent.84

Investments in emerging and developing market infrastructure where perceived risks are greater create additional challenges. In 2016 the International Finance Corporation (IFC – part of the World Bank Group) launched the USD5 billion Managed Co-Lending Portfolio Program (MCCP) to enable private sector institutions to co-invest with the IFC. AXA, Prudential and Allianz participated in this programme.85

The IAIS is undertaking risk-based analysis to consider if investments in infrastructure assets should receive a different capital treatment for the purposes of the Insurance Capital Standard. An output of dialogue between insurers and regulators convened by the IAIS is the limited supply of appropriate investment opportunities across developed and developing markets. Initiatives such as the Coalition for Climate Resilient Investment and the Global Infrastructure Hub that include insurers are seeking to address these investment pipeline challenges.86,87

Regulators, industry and governments should build upon this dialogue and focus on practical initiatives to scale up appropriate investment. For example, recommendations by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) include “the development of infrastructure as an asset class and a subsection of low-carbon and climate resilient infrastructure, with appropriate risk capital charges for both, in partnership with ministries of finance, insurance supervisors and regulators.”88
Section B: Priorities for the financial sector

In line with TCFD implementation across all sectors, the FSB Roadmap encourages consistent, best-practice risk quantification and disclosure requirements across the financial system.

The Institute of International Finance (IIF) has similarly highlighted that the financial industry would welcome a harmonised approach globally to create the right incentives for the transition, specifically in relation to supervision, monitoring, reporting requirements and use of supervisory scenario analysis.89

The means for the cross fertilisation of techniques are being enabled by programmes under the FSB, the Network for Greening the Financial System (NGFS), BIS and national regulators working across the financial sectors, including groups such as the Climate Financial Risk Forum, the BIS Green Swan conference or the Superintendencia General de Seguros (SUGESE) round-tables in Costa Rica.56,90,91,92,93

Insurer analytical experience will need to be matched with the data standards and processes of other financial sectors to develop scalable and operational solutions.

Action 6 – Adopting insurance-based physical climate risk quantification across wider financial sector regulation

Each financial sub-sector will bring its own climate quantification best practice and a blended cross-finance approach is likely to have significant insurance contribution. The insurance sector’s experience in natural catastrophe risk provides fundamental tools, insights and resources to evaluate and manage physical climate risk.

The sector and its regulatory community should take a lead in supporting collective needs in this area and support objectives outlined in the FSB Roadmap and related guidance.

a) Global to local climate hazard data, models and projections

“Financial authorities, in cooperation as appropriate with other official-sector bodies, should work to improve the availability and consistency of data on the underlying drivers of climate-related risks. In doing so, financial authorities should consider the data needed to understand entities’ exposures to physical risks, as well as comparable data on the scale and nature of jurisdictions’ climate-change targets and progress in meeting them.”57

Insurance regulators can help drive the development and implementation of these analytical improvements to oversee insurers and reinsurers. These efforts and capabilities should be expanded to support physical climate risk assessment in the wider financial sector. This will encourage best practice, avoid wasteful duplication and drive consistency of metrics, standards and interoperability. The Climate Training Alliance (CTA), formed by BIS, IAIS, NGFS and SIF in time for CoP26, is in an optimum position to co-ordinate.

b) Asset level, entity exposure and vulnerability

“Data on entities’ exposures to the drivers of physical risks (e.g. severe weather events, policies to reduce emissions) lack consistency and granularity. There is also a lack of data on firms’ supply chains, as well as the broader potential impact of the crystallisation of physical and transition risks on such supply chains, the macroeconomy, and how physical and transition risks might transmit across sectors.”57

Climate hazard risk assessment requires data on an entity’s own assets, their locations and vulnerability factors. These can be difficult to obtain. The insurance sector and its regulators assimilate this information to support insurance transactions and supervisory oversight. Where possible, this information should be used to support climate risk assessment and disclosure by entities and made available to wider financial regulators.

c) Physical climate risk model and disclosure validation

“As disclosure practices continue to evolve and improve over time, in the longer term, authorities can help to improve the reliability of climate-related disclosures if they were to require, as appropriate, some form of third-party verification or assurance on such disclosures made by firms.”57

Financial authorities will require access to credible risk models and data sources. Insurance regulators have confronted these challenges with natural catastrophe risk model access and validation. For example, under Solvency II and similar regimes, insurance regulators are required to approve the internal risk-capital models used by insurers for operation and disclosures. This includes non-financial, spatial and temporally heterogeneous risks. The regulatory experience of developing standard risk models, and approving a company’s internal models for natural hazard risks, offers value to other financial sectors. Insurance regulators can take the lead in extending these functions into the physical climate risk assessment domain.
Using these models, actuaries, under professional regulatory duties, are required to approve the reserves of insurers and pension providers to meet the long-term uncertainties and short-term extremes to which their contracts are exposed. This enables populations to rely on the security of commitments and on the institutions that provide them for services that may not manifest for 40 or 50 years.

It is possible to imagine similar professional roles and responsibilities to authorise financial entities’ climate risk assessments and disclosures.

d) Evaluating and recognising the role of insurance coverage on entities’ climate risks

The FSB Roadmap identifies the requirement to assess the level of insurance coverage a financial entity may benefit from (directly and indirectly) to fully assess its residual climate risk. It also highlights the complexity of incorporating this information:

“Climate-related risks may be transferred via the provision of insurance or through financial markets… Financial authorities should work together to widen and harmonise data on the degree to which individual financial institutions’ exposures to climate-related risks are mitigated by insurance provision.”

Insurance regulators can help define how insured entities can disclose details of their coverage and how this financial protection and risk governance should be recognised. Allowing risk reduction interventions and contingent climate assets (including insurance) to be accounted against corresponding contingent climate liabilities would recognise and incentivise actions.

This principle could be extended to include the contingent value of resilience and sustainability interventions, including nature-based solutions (NbS). For example, if the owner of a house in a cyclone area upgrades their house to a higher building code, this risk reduction could be rewarded by a lower insurance premium and a lower interest rate. Insurers could also offer policies to pay for a damaged property to be rebuilt to a climate-resilient standard.

Action 7 – Transforming financial system resilience through climate-related contingent liabilities and regulatory capital requirements

To reduce systemic risk efficiently, the wider financial sector will need to account for its contingent climate liabilities, as insurers do.

Building on current developments in stress testing and disclosure under the NGFS and FSB, the next step could be for banks and investors to be required to demonstrate they have sufficient capital to meet physical climate risks. This could be expanded to transition and liability risks as assessment methodologies become established. Contingent capital arranged to match these contingent liabilities, including insurance, should be recognised within regulatory capital assessments, in the same way that reinsurance is considered a source of contingent capital in many regulatory regimes.

To optimise systemic risk understanding and risk sharing, consistent metrics and methodologies need to be adopted across the financial system. This can be maintained through active collaboration via shared fora, such as the NGFS and related national cross-sector initiatives (eg the Climate Financial Risk Forum).

Action 8 – Monitoring systemic physical climate risk

The build-up of systemic physical climate risk and its manifestation in long-term trends or short-term extremes has become a growing and urgent concern among policymakers and financial authorities. In the months preceding CoP26 Glasgow, unprecedented heatwaves across Arctic latitudes, Western Canada and the United States, and extreme flooding in Western Europe and China further emphasised the growing risk and vulnerabilities to all economies from systemic physical climate risks. This will grow in type, frequency, extent and duration as average temperatures continue to rise and the fragility of natural and human systems is revealed.

Despite this growing awareness, tractable assessments of systemic physical climate risks that can be used by policy and financial practitioners remain elusive. Without such resources, the largest risks will be, effectively, hidden because they are not measured and communicated. This creates a structural asymmetry between the scope of our risk management systems and the driving threats to financial stability and human wellbeing.

This disconnect has been recognised. The increasing priority of adaptation and resilience within the mainstream climate process, combined with related concerns from financial authorities and markets, is starting to bring a shared focus on this issue. Governments, UN agencies, international institutions and the financial sector are converging towards collective approaches using insurance-aligned methods and metrics.

Financial regulators and standards setters represent important stakeholders in these developments, both as potential users to fulfil financial stability and development mandates and as drivers of wider adoption across the
financial sector. Insurance regulators provide the bridge for this alignment based on the sector’s direct exposure to physical climate risks.

Ongoing work by the IAIS on global, systemic, insurance sector climate risk exposures under the Global Monitoring Exercise of the Holistic Framework provides a further opportunity. This is due for publication late 2022, potentially coinciding with CoP27. The opportunity is to consider a) how such an objective could be aligned with and supported by the data and facilities from wider efforts to assess systemic climate risks, and b) how work by the IAIS could be used and adapted by other financial authorities and regulators to develop a comprehensive assessment.

**Action 9 – Data trusts for systemic information sharing**

The data revolution is at the centre of risk assessment and evaluation. Various stakeholders (such as planners, disaster relief agencies, insurers, investors and banks) could make better-informed and more consistent decisions if they all shared access to each other’s data, analysed holistically. But this data is currently in various public and private silos and those holding it may have legitimate concerns about how others, with different interests, might use it. These concerns can be addressed through the creation of data trusts.

Data trusts and similar arrangements can give an independent ‘data intermediary’ the responsibility to ensure that collection from various contributors, access to the data and use of their data are for specified purposes only and in accordance with their wishes. This arrangement enables the compliant, ethical and secure sharing of proprietary or sensitive data among a network of data providers.

Some examples of the type of data are: data relevant to an assessment of climate-related risk in a given region – topography, demographics, zoning, structure of buildings, locations of businesses and critical infrastructure (including power generation and distribution); historic weather records from local stations and satellites, data about historic flood, drought and heat events and the resulting damage to lives and livelihoods.

Governance challenges have started to be addressed by some existing initiatives. For example, the Standard for Environment, Risk and Insurance (SERI) looking into trusted data ecosystems.56


Insurance-based risk quantification can help ensure that “every financial decision should take climate into account”, but risk awareness alone is not enough for a just transition to resilience and net zero. A second paradigm shift is necessary to manage and share the risk.

Section A: Resilience

Part 4 identified the role that regulators and the wider sector could play in supporting risk understanding throughout the economy, especially in areas of natural hazard and physical climate risk insurance. Building on this, this section focuses on how regulators can support improved climate resilience through more extensive risk sharing.

Action 10 – Confirming development and financial inclusion mandates to address the climate protection gap

We have a growing insurance emergency as well as a Climate Emergency. Too many communities and assets are unprotected by any form of insurance system, leaving them exposed to economic hardship when events occur and depleting them of ongoing risk pool governance to reduce vulnerabilities.

At present, in many economies, consideration and responsibility for the needs and interests of the uninsured (and under-insured) are unclear. Insurance regulators have a responsibility to protect those who use the insurance sector by ensuring the prudence and conduct of market participants, but this does not currently include those who are uninsured. As set out in Part 2, some insurance regulators also have a development mandate to more explicitly consider financial inclusion through the growth and evolution of insurance coverage and related services. A 2018 OECD survey found that 29 out of 50 insurance jurisdictions included market development in the mandates of regulators and supervisors and “less developed market[s] wanting to have their base level penetration being raised.”

In the context of an insurance protection gap evident from current climate events and projections across developing and industrialised countries, it is appropriate to emphasise the role of insurance regulators to support market development.

Under the IAIS strategic priority themes of financial inclusion and sustainable development, it is appropriate that insurance regulators and supervisory mandates should include responsibilities for the needs of the uninsured. These include considering how the uninsured can gain access to appropriate coverage and protection via public, private, mutual and hybrid mechanisms.

As policymakers give regulators signals to modify or amplify their mandates, areas requiring policy intervention are:

a) Development mandates and whole economy inclusion:

Policymakers should strengthen insurance regulators’ climate-related mandates, roles and resources to facilitate insurance access for the population and economy, including the currently uninsured. For example, in China the government’s 2021–25 Five Year Plan confirms the objective to develop comprehensive social protection, catastrophe insurance and disaster prevention. In addition, the State Council established pilot zones for green financial reform, including “green insurance”.

b) Prudential and financial stability objectives:

The political and legislative process to amend mandates can take time, which may not be consistent with the need for an urgent response. Even if some supervisors do not receive clear development mandates, they are not exempt from finding ways to support the insurance sector in playing its critical role as stewards of resilience and transition.

Regardless of these wider dynamics, supervisors already have an important facilitative role to play from a prudential and financial stability perspective. For example, to fulfil stability objectives, urgent and scaled actions are required by supervisors now to reduce the risk of an entire systemic collapse. By supporting insurers to play their critical role in implementing a resilient, net zero, just transition, supervisors will also be fulfilling their (longer-term) financial stability objectives.
c) Insurance protection targets:

Once physical climate risk in exposed communities and sectors is understood (as per part 4), governments can consider how it should be shared, and the roles of different parts of the insurance system: welfare, public, private or mutual. Regulators, working in concert with national authorities, could consider setting and publishing optimum climate insurance protection targets to meet resilience, financial stability and regional economic security objectives.

National climate insurance targets could form part of National Adaptation Plans submitted through UNFCCC processes and assimilated to form a global picture of insurance targets. This could be used by financial authorities to consider how they match global risks and the strength and stability of the insurance architecture and capacity to withstand potential impacts and scenarios.

The overall objective is to expand the scope and scale of risk pools to ensure that populations are widely protected, and that individuals and societies benefit from the risk management governance and disciplines.

d) Integration of the PCL framework:

Insurance developments for climate resilience require the wider context of risks, costs and benefits to be balanced and assessed. Current and future risk signalling to the whole society is an essential component to evaluate the trade-offs in the PCL framework outlined in part 2, as policymakers confront decisions across societies. “Policymakers should address the balance between investing in pre-emptive measures and in reactive or contingent measures, and determine cases where loss acceptance might be even more prudent.”

Risk pools provide the means to design sustainable systems that balance economic viability, resilience outcomes and social equity. Therefore, risk pools refine and operationalise PCL choices and trade-offs, including the optimal use of insurance within the resilience mix. They can then fund, manage and share risk across communities and local to national scales.

Action 11 – Integrating physical climate risk sharing across financial markets

The contingent climate risks of financial institutions are reduced through the net effect of the contingent capital that insurance represents, as well as the risk management governance it demands. For example, the climate risk of home loan providers is significantly influenced by the level of insurance coverage held by mortgage customers in their portfolios. In jurisdictions where insurance is required to enable mortgages, the system acts as a risk management valve to the credit provider through pricing and conditions of coverage.

The 2021 FSB Climate Roadmap and related materials highlight the importance of climate-related insurance protection of transactions, assets and portfolios of the wider financial system. As climate risks are evaluated and disclosed from an asset to portfolio level, climate risk becomes a distinctive input to credit and capital risk management. The scope, scale and demand for insurance protection and risk sharing will increase.

A transformative influence on future societal resilience will be the mainstreaming of sustainable risk pools to protect and manage the climate risk of debt and investment capital. It will be analogous to the resilience impact the integrated credit, investment and insurance market had on urban fire and city landscapes in the late 19th century, but on a far larger scale.

By shaping capital allocation on a risk-informed basis, millions of lives and livelihoods and trillions of dollars in assets can be protected in the years and decades ahead. The integration of physical climate risk insurance markets into the mainstream financial system will also enable a structural expansion of the depth of climate risk pools to support risk sharing that will be needed to confront future risks.

Policymakers and financial regulators should optimise the understanding and recognition of climate-related insurance protection in the wider financial system. This should include all forms of risk sharing, including parametric and indemnity instruments supported by capital markets, insurance entities, public agencies and hybrid solutions.

In future, the FSB or similar authorities should produce an annual global climate financial stability report that assesses the potential risks and resilience of the financial system to climate risks under current and future scenarios. In line with the FSB Roadmap, such an assessment should include the extent, impact and security of climate insurance.
**Action 12 – Integrating climate insurance with national social protection systems**

This action encapsulates the enormous potential across societies to establish large insurance programmes for communities integrated with national or local social protection programmes.

In 2021, the Moroccan government commenced a ground-breaking initiative as part of its comprehensive Solidarity Fund against Catastrophic Events (FSEC). The initiative consists of a sovereign parametric disaster risk programme, insured via international markets. After catastrophic events, payouts are distributed rapidly to individuals through their national social insurance system.

This programme illustrates the potential of combining public and private systems to deliver efficient, pre-arranged and semi-automatic support to poorer populations using international risk markets.

It is part of a wider policy approach to integrate climate insurance programmes with general social protection systems:

> “Given the low coverage of social protection in climate vulnerable regions, there is a need to advocate for social protection systems that are scalable and shock-responsive. On a national level, there is a strong case for integrating social protection instruments into an overall disaster risk financing strategy as part of a layered approach. Increased implementation experience will also help shed light on how to overcome the challenges in linking social protection with climate risk insurance.”

In the context of SDG Goal 1.3, referred to in Part 1, countries commit to implement nationally appropriate social protection systems for all. Policymakers, regulators and industry can build upon developments to incorporate climate insurance capabilities in these programmes. Consideration can be given as to appropriate institutions to bring relevant communities and entities together to harness collective experience, and consider how this may become a mainstream policy instrument in the Climate Emergency.

**Section B: Net zero**

The insurance sector provides a distinctive lens to evaluate the carbon intensity of the financial system, which provides additional channels for policymakers to influence carbon trajectories.

The following actions complement the opportunities identified by ClimateWise members in Policy Opportunities on the Road to Net Zero Underwriting.

**Action 13 – Financial emissions: carbon assessment and disclosure of underwriting portfolios**

The following two examples show initial steps to assess, disclose and manage the carbon intensity of underwriting portfolios:

As part of the Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero (GFANZ) and the Net-Zero Insurance Alliance (NZIA), in partnership with the United Nations Environment Programme Principles for Sustainable Insurance (UNEP PSI), eight founding members commit to “individually transition their underwriting portfolios to net-zero greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 2050, consistent with a maximum temperature rise of 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels by 2100.”

ClimateWise members have established a group of insurance industry participants who are committed to underwriting portfolios aligned to net zero. Members of this group are piloting practices and tools aimed at building capacity and enabling the insurance industry to act on the commitment to net zero underwriting. The results will feed into annual reporting by members against the ClimateWise Principles, which were aligned with the TCFD in 2019.

As these standards develop, in parallel with national net zero commitments, it is foreseeable for carbon disclosure to be integrated into insurance regulatory processes. Companies could disclose the carbon load of their underwriting portfolios across different classes of business and geographies, and describe their carbon appetite and strategy in their Own Risk and Solvency Assessment (ORSA). This would complement carbon disclosures of asset portfolios, consistent with emerging practice within the investment sector.

This standardised carbon intensity data could be assimilated nationally by supervisors and aggregated to map global carbon intensities, track trends and assess alignment with Paris and related science-based targets.
Action 14 – Climate stewardship: carbon underwriting budgets

Once effective carbon underwriting metrics and implementation are established, further carbon management actions may be feasible. Governments and central banks are considering how to include the financial sector among the stewards of the net zero transition.\(^{103}\)

To manage their financial emissions (e.g., emissions in underwriting portfolios), insurers and regulators may develop a system of annual carbon underwriting budgets. These might set an annual boundary on the emissions that could be contained within an insurance company’s portfolio or across the national market as a whole. Retaining information on annual levels will help provide trend data that can be paired with market information to identify performance indicators. Historical data can also be used to provide further refinements to future stress testing and scenario analysis.

There are many details to consider on the desirability and feasibility of carbon underwriting budgets, including: agreed methods to verify the carbon intensity portfolios; how budgets might be allocated (nationally and globally) and whether allowances could be traded. For example, differential weighting could be applied to insurers supporting emitters that implement agreed and robust transition pathways.

Carbon underwriting budgets could provide complementary approaches to public policy to incentivise emissions reduction. The cost and availability of insurance can influence the behaviour of populations, sectors, and investors. This risk governance role is driven through two channels: insurance access and coverage conditions.

- **Reducing access to insurance for high carbon risks may accelerate the transition.** Early signs of this have emerged in some high-profile hydrocarbon extraction projects where lack of appetite by selected insurers may have created disincentives for project sponsors.

- **Insurance may change the behaviours of those who are insured.** Within a carbon-constrained environment, it is feasible to imagine insurers influencing emissions management reduction by setting conditions of coverage.

Regulated carbon underwriting budgets may seem bold, yet climate and finance conventions are changing quickly. Five years ago net zero targets in the financial sector were unheard of, now they are conventional commitments among leading financial institutions. The insurance sector provides a global system with additional and complementary modes of influence over the real economy. As the Climate Emergency develops, authorities and markets will examine further ways in which financial regulation can be aligned with the mainstream implementation net zero objectives.

Action 15 – Insuring the green economy

A new global, resilient, low carbon economy will be enabled by unprecedented and accelerated technological innovation. This will, in turn, create new insurance products and classes, just as insurance systems and related governance have supported the development and adoption of new technologies and high-risk industries, such as steam boilers, mass electrification, motor vehicle and air transportation.

The scope and scale of climate transition may even require insurance solutions to be developed before risks manifest to avoid detrimental impacts and delays. Clean energy systems, such as carbon capture and storage, hydrogen power or the decommissioning of brown assets may bring new risks and potential liabilities.

A ClimateWise 2021 report\(^{104}\) has identified nine key areas in insurance product innovation to support climate mitigation:

- enabling and incentivising low carbon choices
- mainstreaming the encouragement of climate mitigation through effective and resilient reinstatement
- implementing environmentally sustainable claims servicing
- enabling capital flows towards green solutions through risk transfer solutions
- creating removal-based carbon offsets through natural capital protection
- scaling emerging and existing low carbon and net-negative technologies and start-ups
- supporting the sustainable decommissioning of carbon-intensive assets
- developing risk advisory services to support clients’ climate mitigation understanding and approach
- developing solutions for reducing climate liability and environmental litigation.

The urgent transition to a green economy will require a preemptive, rather than reactive approach to these insurance requirements. These are new areas for governments, regulators and the industry to consider. Building on examples in cyber risk or fintech, insurance supervisors can play a supportive role using their convening power to foster regulatory ‘sandpits’ to consider opportunities to accelerate innovation or market-wide implementation requirements.
Section C: Just transition to resilience and net zero

As previously defined, just transition in this report refers to the two dimensions of the Climate Emergency: transition to resilience in response to growing physical climate risks and transition to net zero.

Once the protection gap has been measured by regulatory agencies (Action 4), and insurance protection targets established (Action 10), then policymakers can assess what can be covered by market-based systems and what needs to be supported by public intervention, including premium subsidies and international donor support. These types of public interventions are essential for a just transition to climate resilience and net zero.

The nature of insurance pools as local to global, public to private, inter-generational risk sharing and governance systems provides distinctive opportunities to support the just transition across communities, geographies and timescales. There are a wide range of initiatives to expand insurance development, including among donor agencies and development institutions (please see online attachment to this report).

Within a broad landscape of activities, this section identifies a limited number of areas of potential policymaker and regulatory focus.

Action 16 – Integrating disaster risk financing and regulation with NAPs, NDCs and the development sector

Many developed and emerging regions have established public–private insurance systems to manage and share natural hazard risks more equitably, securely and predictably. These have been extensively described in recent surveys on disaster risk financing programmes. For example, the Tripartite Agreement between the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ), UNDP and the Insurance Development Forum (IDF) implements disaster risk programmes in 20 countries as part of the G20 InsuResilience Vision 2025 programme target to bring insurance-related protection to 500 million people.105

Public–private disaster risk financing and insurance should become the ‘new normal’ to match the new normal of climate risks and events; the Asian Development Bank has described it as “imperative”.106

In 2017 the A2ii identified key roles that insurance regulators and supervisors play in enabling disaster resilience programmes including regulatory certainty, deep knowledge of local markets, capacity to help co-ordinate responses, a co-operation role with governments and other supervisors, leveraging progress to enhance penetration and micro with macro objectives.107

Nevertheless, despite over three decades of policy development, the global pattern of coverage worldwide, even in developed countries, remains patchy and consequently many communities and economies face financial ruin and uncertainty when shocks occur. A new and reinvigorated approach is needed. “Insurance companies, pension funds and their regulators have long solved the key problems of effective disaster risk financing.”108

Policymakers, regulators and the insurance sector should build upon the recommendations commissioned by the Global Commission on Adaptation, which highlighted that “linking disaster-risk finance and insurance instruments to the nationally determined contributions (NDCs) and national adaptation plans (NAPs) could identify how to best capture resilience dividends. For this to happen, we need joined-up policymaking between treasury, environment and disaster-management divisions within government.”109

Consideration should be given to incorporating insurance and disaster risk finance within core National Adaptation Planning and related processes, such as readiness funds available from the Green Climate Fund.110

Action 17 – Integrating pre-arranged finance with humanitarian and crisis finance

As described in part 1, only around 2 per cent of crisis financing is pre-arranged despite many disasters, especially natural catastrophes, being foreseeable and predictable. The result is delayed payments, with devastating consequences to exposed populations. The June 2021 G7 meeting in the UK embraced these challenges, which had been identified through the Crisis Lookout campaign that calls for 50 per cent of crisis financing to be pre-arranged by 2030.111

These pre-arranged disaster finance systems are based on insurance principles, often using parametric instruments with local risk modelling information and triggers. Governments and international agencies often have challenges in understanding and authorising insurance-based concepts that may be unfamiliar to them.
The reality in recent years means that “while high-income countries have suffered the highest nat-cat losses in absolute terms, climate-vulnerable low-income countries have, however, sustained losses that are three to four times larger when compared to the affected share of the economy or population.”¹¹² This includes members of the Vulnerable Group (V20) of countries, for whom “funding of loss and damage for the victims of human-induced climate change is a major expectation from climate negotiations.”¹¹³

Increasingly, insurance and prearranged finance is being considered as part of adaptation and loss and damage. The V20 and the Insurance Development Forum (IDF) have committed to the Global Risk Modelling Alliance (GRMA), which “provides vulnerable country governments with an open-access risk modelling platform”.¹¹⁴ There is also a growing recognition that premium subsidies or concessional insurance, with support from donor countries, is a necessary component for pre-arranged financing to achieve the protection levels needed with the urgency required.¹¹⁵

Insurance regulators in donor and vulnerable recipient countries may play a significant role in advocating, designing and enabling this transformation with technical, and where necessary, regulatory support.

For example, the ASEAN Disaster Risk Financing and Insurance Program (ADRFI) coordinates efforts to strengthen the region’s overall disaster risk management capabilities by focusing on risk assessment, risk advisory and capacity building, including regulation. In addition, the Southeast Asia Disaster Risk Insurance Facility (SEADRIF), supported by the World Bank and Japan, provides targeted disaster and climate risk resilience solutions to Southeast Asian Countries, such as a flood risk insurance policy to Laos.¹¹⁶

**Action 18 – Capacity building for inclusive insurance**

Regulatory support for inclusive insurance is an essential element to address the Climate Emergency. The 2021 launch of the UNDP’s Insurance and Risk Finance Facility, and focus on inclusive insurance, illustrates the integration of these capabilities within mainstream development programmes.¹¹⁷

Within the broader ‘inclusive insurance’ term (excluded or underserved markets), microinsurance refers to servicing low-income populations, particularly in emerging markets and developing economies (EMDE).¹¹⁸

Currently, 30 countries have microinsurance frameworks and 23 are working on them.¹¹⁹ These regulatory frameworks focus on the specific needs of balancing the protection of vulnerable customers with operational needs to create an enabling business environment.¹¹⁵

A CISL 2019 report documented how supportive insurance regulation is fundamental for financial inclusion and economic resilience. It also identified regulatory vacuums that impede its expansion, particularly in mutual microinsurance (community-owned). In many jurisdictions around the globe, community-owned protection mechanisms operate unrecognised by regulation in what is known as the ‘informal sector’. This is a significant portion of the global risk-sharing domain illustrated in part 1. For example, in Africa, 77 per cent of risk protection providers are community-based organisations.¹¹⁵

Lack of regulation is usually driven by a shortage of resources and capacity, particularly in EMDEs. For instance, members of an A2ii project steering group in Sub-Saharan Africa highlight, “it is difficult to justify dedicating additional time and resources to climate goals without a clear mandate and therefore roles are largely only restricted to where there are overlaps with prudential oversight and consumer protection, and to a small extent, financial inclusion.”¹¹²

Investment in regulatory capacity is pivotal in the Climate Emergency.

**Action 19 – Integrating climate insurance systems with sovereign debt systems**

In its 2021 review of the Financial Sector Assessment Program; Towards a More Stable and Sustainable Financial System, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) announced that it would incorporate physical and transition risks into country financial stability stress tests and assessments. The IMF declared it “will work closely with other bodies, including the UN, the World Bank, the Financial Stability Board, international standard setting bodies, and the Network of Central Banks and Supervisors for Greening the Financial System (NGFS).”¹²¹

Integration of climate risks into sovereign risk transactions would offer a window to improve financial management at times of crisis. When smaller and more vulnerable economies face major financial shocks from natural disasters, the management of on-going sovereign debt payment adds further stress. The move by the IMF to create a sovereign climate risk assessment system provides a basis to improve this and direct concessionary support to where it is most needed.

For example, insurance-based arrangements could be made to ensure that debt repayments are serviced for 12,
24 or 36 months after a defined natural disaster or climate event, to provide fiscal space and continuity of credit quality.

Insurance regulators could take up the invitation of the IMF to engage with international standards-setting bodies and support the development and operation of the IMF climate risk assessment facility. National supervisors could review the outputs of national assessment to confirm they reflect the details of local risks and assess risk management strategies and instruments that are put in place.

Some collaboration already exists. For instance, when the IMF reviews country-level financial systems standing in their Financial Sector Assessment Program, they assess insurers’ and regulators’ compliance with international standards and guidance, such as ICPs and other IAIS guidance. The ICPs are assessed as part of the country’s overall review.

**Action 20 – Research on insurance for communities affected by the net zero transition**

Until now, attention on insurance for the Climate Emergency has tended to focus on protection for communities and assets exposed to growing physical risks and the role of insurance to support the technologies and investment needed for the transition to a low carbon economy.

The support needed for communities connected to the sectors and regions that will be adversely impacted by the net zero transition has not yet received similar focus. To address these complex, long-term issues, regulators, industry and academia will need conducive fora to enable effective collaboration. For example, in 2020 the MAS launched the Global-Asia Insurance Partnership (GAIP), a partnership among the global insurance industry, regulators, policymakers and academia to address the development of the insurance sector in Asia. It comprises a policy think tank to generate research and advice on policy, a living lab to co-create innovative solutions for major risks confronting Asia, including climate risk, and a talent development pillar for insurance training. 122

The structural impacts on incomes and ways of life for a significant proportion of the populations of all countries will have profound direct and indirect economic, social and political consequences. Without an appropriate scale of response to dampen and mitigate negative effects of these shocks, the risks could bring overwhelming challenges to fundamental cohesion and stability of states in developed and emerging economies. The scope, complexity and potential magnitude of these risks suggests that they require advanced planning and early implementation to build up sufficient resources and to shape necessary policies.

These are questions of insurance systems and social solidarity at the broadest level, including welfare and social security with insurance sector expertise, capacity and regulatory consideration. Consideration may now be given to how these systemic risk management issues could begin to be addressed. Within the scope of the just transition and the wider SDG agenda, the relevant climate and financial authorities may stimulate academic and policy research to commence this process by framing the challenge and bring relevant institutions and communities of expertise together.
The Climate Emergency is a systemic risk management challenge. Under the UNFCCC agreements, member states are required to manage the climate risks to almost eight billion people, representing a global economy of USD80 trillion, with a time horizon from today to 2100.

To match this scale and fully manage climate risks, we have to share them by significantly expanding the availability of sustainable risk pools. To do so, the Climate Emergency needs all actors of the risk-sharing domain (tax-based and premium-based, from community programmes to multi-national level) working together in a public–private–mutual risk-sharing continuum.

The Climate Emergency can benefit from a widespread application of risk-sharing pools in two ways:

1. Protecting greater numbers of people straight away from physical and transition-related climate risks.

2. Stewarding the behaviours of individuals, society and capital that are required for the sustainability of the risk pool and a resilient, net zero just transition.

Within the scope of risk-sharing systems, we have unpacked the specific characteristics that enable sustainable premium-based risk pools. We call this the insurance sector and identify the unique skills that it brings to the quantification of risk and to the expansion of public and private risk pools needed in the Climate Emergency.

Insurance regulation is essential to ensure the security and confidence of policyholders. It oversees the sustainability of risk pools, the conduct of insurance providers and the financial stability of the market as a whole. To make pools sustainable, risk and behaviours need to be managed, which insurance supervisors oversee through a variety of mechanisms, including risk quantification and disclosure, capital requirements and governance standards.

We propose that the framework and techniques developed by insurance supervisors spreads across the wider public and private financial system, from microfinance to global financial institutions.

This will do three things:

a) Apply risk quantification and governance to manage and communicate risk consistently across all sectors of the economy and society.

b) Increase the size of insurance pools to share risk and manage it at individual and systemic levels.

c) Align climate and financial policies and implementation. The UNFCCC and FSB share risk-based mandates and growing awareness of structural interdependencies. Through insurance-based thinking and the PCL framework, these communities can combine to create risk pools for systemic risks.

This massive upscaling of risk sharing and managing across populations, generations and economies requires urgent reforms. We have identified 20 concrete actions that will drive meaningful change.

In the Climate Emergency, everything and everybody should be a member of risk-sharing pools. We must ensure this happens on a large scale, across both public and private sectors.
Call to Action Summary

Risk Quantification: Priorities For The Insurance Sector

**Action 1 – Insurance sector improvements  page 28**

With acute exposure to natural catastrophes, insurers and regulators are leaders in assessing current underwriting risks from many climate related hazards.

**Climate risk quantification and adoption of TCFD:** Under the IAIS Climate Steering Group, industry and supervisors should lead best practice physical climate risk disclosure, by incorporating: future scenarios and stress tests; slow-onset perils; asset and investment portfolios. The sector should also integrate best practices in climate transition and liability risk assessment and disclosure.

**Reduction of premiums to reflect resilience interventions, including the protection of natural capital.**

**Macro prudential and systemic risk assessment and monitoring:** Under the IAIS Global Monitoring Exercise, information should be assimilated to provide regular macro and systemic-level climate risk assessments.

**Action 2 – Evaluating the contingent climate risks of insurers  page 29**

The financial resilience of insurers to increasing natural disaster risks over the last three decades has been significantly influenced by the use of risk modelling and stress testing to inform the assessment of contingent liabilities, prudent solvency thresholds and regulatory capital requirements. In essence, insurers need enough capital to manage extreme losses that could happen, even if they are unprecedented.

Insurers and regulators should develop best practice for evaluating current contingent climate related liabilities for additional physical, transition and liability risks and consider appropriate treatment of future contingent liabilities across underwriting and investment portfolios.

**Action 3 – Integrating risk assessment from short-term to intergenerational timescales  page 30**

Non-life insurers have short-term horizons due to one-year underwriting policies. However, insurers, actuaries and regulators also undertake long-term risk assessment to manage life and health insurance, pensions, investment portfolios and long tail legal liabilities.

The sector should blend its analytical expertise in short-term extremes and long-term projections to develop integrated climate risk assessments across their underwriting, assets and operations.

Insurers also identify emerging risks that may impact future legal, fiduciary and financial liabilities. Insurers and regulators should highlight the potential impact of physical, transition and liability risks on the sector, wider economy and society.

**Action 4 – Serving the uninsured: risk signalling and measuring the protection gaps  page 31**

Many stakeholders remain unaware of the physical climate risks to their homes, businesses and infrastructure. Uninsured risk, or the protection gap, falls upon someone, including householders, business owners, creditors, public authorities and governments. Insurance regulators, with partner organisations, are well-placed authorities to highlight these financial exposures and assess how much of this risk is uninsured.

Policymakers should enable insurance regulators to assess and communicate the scale and dynamics of the physical climate risk protection gap by region, sector and community. Information can be assimilated across jurisdictions for regional and global monitoring of climate protection gaps for IAIS, FSB and IPCC inputs.
Action 5 – Updating risk assessment and asset classes for low carbon and resilient infrastructure investments  page 31

Less than 2.5 per cent of insurers’ assets are allocated to infrastructure, meanwhile there is an urgent need for sustained financial sector allocation in resilient, low carbon investments. Insurers have specific requirements to maintain solvency and liquidity to meet the underwriting demands in response to market downturns and catastrophic losses. Building on extensive dialogue and to stimulate investment opportunities, policymakers and the insurance sector should develop a defined low carbon resilient infrastructure asset class. Qualifying investments would receive proportionate treatment by supervisors, including capital charges, to balance risk and liquidity requirements.

Risk Quantification: Priorities For The Financial Sector

Action 6 – Adopting insurance-based physical climate risk quantification across wider financial sector regulation  page 32

Insurers and regulators should share their best practice in physical climate risk assessment and disclosure with regulators and practitioners across the financial system, working through national programmes, the FSB, NGFS and regulators’ Climate Training Alliance.

The insurance sector has asset-level exposure and vulnerability information on entities that could be multi-purposed for wider use under appropriate arrangements. Insurance regulators and actuaries also have specific expertise in assessing and validating internal physical risk models to underpin insurers’ capital management. This expertise should be shared to validate the physical climate risk models to be used by banks and investors.

Action 7 – Transforming financial system resilience through climate-related contingent liabilities and regulatory capital requirements  page 33

The wider financial system should emulate insurers by disclosing and managing their contingent liabilities to natural hazards and other climate related risks to ensure capital adequacy – directly or through insurance coverage – to cope with shocks and stresses. As techniques, data and protocols develop, financial institutions should disclose these contingent liabilities and manage them within their mainstream regulatory frameworks.

Based on their experience, insurance regulators should support this necessary reform by policymakers and advise on the appropriate recognition of contingent capital instruments to address climate risks, such as parametric insurance and catastrophe bonds.

Action 8 – Monitoring systemic physical climate risk  page 33

High-impact, high-profile disasters since 2017, including extensive wildfires, flooding and tropical cyclones, across developed and emerging regions, have alerted financial authorities and markets to the potential near-term impact of physical risks on solvency and financial stability.

Insurance regulators provide a bridge for this understanding within jurisdictions and at regional and global levels. Building on the IAIS Holistic Framework, in particular the Global Monitoring Exercise, systemic physical risk assessments should be developed across the financial regulatory system and shared with the IPCC and climate policymakers.

Action 9 – Data trusts for systemic information sharing  page 34

Effective climate risk assessment, management and regulation requires integration of private, public and academic information across jurisdictions and timescales. Navigating these administrative and technical complexities may contribute to the quality, comprehensiveness and speed of local to global analysis.

Financial regulators and supervisors, with their distinctive roles and authority, should explore their potential roles to enable such data assimilation to occur using legal facilities, such as data trusts.
Risk Sharing: Priorities For Resilience

**Action 10 – Confirming sustainable development and financial inclusion mandates to address the climate protection gap**  page 35

Policymakers should strengthen insurance regulators’ climate-related mandates. In addition to prudential and financial stability mandates, under the IAIS strategic priority themes of financial inclusion and sustainable development, it is appropriate that insurance regulators and supervisory mandates should incorporate responsibilities for the needs of the uninsured. These include insurance protection targets and considering how the uninsured can gain access to appropriate coverage and protection via public, private, mutual and hybrid mechanisms.

National climate insurance targets should form part of National Adaptation Plans submitted through UNFCCC processes and be assimilated to form a global picture of insurance targets. The overall objective is to: a) expand the scope and scale of risk pools to ensure that populations are widely protected, and b) provide the means for individuals and societies to benefit from the risk management governance of risk pools, enhanced by the PCL framework.

**Action 11 – Integrating physical climate risk sharing across financial markets**  page 36

The 2021 FSB Climate Roadmap and related materials highlight the importance of climate-related insurance protection of transactions, assets and portfolios of the wider financial system. Policymakers and financial regulators should optimise the understanding and mainstreaming of all forms of climate risk sharing across the financial system to protect millions of lives and trillions of dollars, including: parametric and indemnity instruments supported by capital markets, insurance entities, public agencies and hybrid solutions.

In future, the FSB or similar authorities should produce an annual global climate financial stability report that assesses the potential risks and resilience of the financial system to climate risks under current and future scenarios. In line with the FSB Roadmap, such an assessment should include the extent, impact and security of climate insurance.

**Action 12 – Integrating climate insurance with national social protection systems**  page 37

In SDG Goal 1.3, countries commit to implement nationally appropriate social protection systems for all. In addition, the potential exists to establish large climate insurance programmes integrated with national or local social protection systems.

Policymakers, regulators and industry should build upon emerging examples to combine public and private systems to deliver efficient, pre-arranged and automatic support to poorer populations using international risk markets. Consideration should be given to how appropriate institutions can bring relevant communities and entities together to implement this as a mainstream policy instrument in the Climate Emergency.

Risk Sharing: Priorities For Net Zero

**Action 13 – Financial emissions: carbon assessment and disclosure of underwriting portfolios**  page 37

In parallel with national net zero commitments, and once metrics are agreed, it is foreseeable for carbon disclosure to be integrated into insurance regulatory processes. Companies could disclose the carbon load of their underwriting portfolios across different classes of business and geographies, and describe their carbon appetite and strategy in their Own Risk and Solvency Assessment (ORSA). This would complement carbon disclosures of asset portfolios, consistent with emerging practice within the investment sector.

This standardised carbon intensity data could be assimilated nationally by supervisors and aggregated to map global carbon intensities, track trends and assess alignment with Paris and related science-based targets.
Action 14 – Climate stewardship: carbon underwriting budgets  page 38

Once effective carbon underwriting metrics and implementation are established, further carbon management actions may be feasible. Insurers and regulators may develop a system of annual carbon underwriting budgets to manage their financial emissions in underwriting portfolios.

Carbon underwriting budgets would set an annual boundary on the emissions that could be contained within an insurance company’s portfolio, providing a complementary approach to public policy to incentivise emissions reduction by: a) reducing access to insurance for high carbon emitters, and b) changing the behaviours of those who are insured by setting conditions of coverage.

Action 15 – Insuring the green economy  page 38

Insurance has enabled previous industrial revolutions. The scope and scale of the climate transition will require insurance products and related risk management governance to support clean energy systems, new technologies, the safe decommissioning of brown assets and decarbonisation across industries and agriculture.

Insurance supervisors should play a supportive role, using their convening power, to foster regulatory ‘sandpits’ to consider opportunities for accelerating innovation, including public–private collaboration and market-wide implementation requirements.

Risk Sharing: Priorities For Just Transition To Resilience And Net Zero

Action 16 – Integrating disaster risk financing and regulation with NAPs, NDCs and the development sector  page 39

The benefits of pre-arranged disaster risk financing have been well established with targets and programmes established by the G20, G7 governments and international institutions. Despite this, disaster insurance protection, even in many developed countries, remains patchy. To accelerate and mainstream this process, climate and disaster risk finance should be integrated within UNFCCC National Adaptation Plans and Nationally Determined Contributions.

Insurance supervisors can use their convening power across governments and industry to enhance inclusion and coverage objectives. Where available, readiness funds should be obtained from the Green Climate Fund to support this work.

Action 17 – Integrating pre-arranged finance with humanitarian and crisis finance  page 39

Less than 2 per cent of humanitarian and crisis finance is pre-arranged, despite extensive evidence that the speed and certainty of interventions saves lives and livelihoods, and accelerates recovery and reconstruction before traditional responses and appeals have time to take effect. Regulators have coordinated the development of pre-arranged crisis finance facilities in South East Asia and elsewhere.

Insurance supervisors can play a significant role in recipient and donor countries in advocating, designing and enabling the implementation of pre-arranged protection of communities, agriculture and critical national infrastructure from climate disasters.
Action 18 – Capacity building for inclusive insurance  page 40

Inclusive insurance has become an established part of development policies, including protection from climate related risks. Regulatory support for inclusive insurance is an essential element to address the Climate Emergency. Adequate insurance regulation is also necessary to enable mutual and community-owned facilities to operate and expand securely. Currently, 30 countries have microinsurance frameworks and a further 23 are working on them.

Insurance regulators require clear mandates to establish these responsibilities, as well as the allocation of resources from governments and donors to enable the capacity necessary to establish regulations and build supervisory functions.

Action 19 – Integrating climate insurance with sovereign debt systems  page 40

The IMF and other institutions have announced plans to incorporate climate risks into country financial stability stress tests, and to work closely with the FSB and international standard-setting bodies, such as the IAIS. This allows disaster risk finance and insurance to be harnessed to cover debt repayments in times of crisis, which ensures resources are directed to recovery while credit ratings are protected.

Insurance regulators should accept the invitation of the IMF to engage with international standard-setting bodies and support the development of the IMF climate risk assessment facility.

Action 20 – Research on insurance for communities affected by the net zero transition  page 41

Support will be required for communities connected to sectors and regions that will be adversely affected by the net zero transition. The social and economic impacts across developed and emerging economies are likely to be immense. This area has not received a similar policy interest as the insurance requirements of physical risks and clean energy technologies. To address these complex, structural and long-term issues, national policymakers and international institutions should establish programmes with regulators, industry and academia to enable preliminary research and collaboration.
# Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policymakers:</th>
<th>Financial markets:</th>
<th>Public and private financial authorities:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reinforce financial inclusion and sustainable development priorities within insurance regulators’ mandates to meet the climate objectives.</td>
<td>Accelerate consistent physical climate risk quantification through insurance experience, methods, metrics and resources.</td>
<td>Massively expand risk-sharing pools across financial systems to manage global-to-local and intergenerational climate risks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase the capacity and resources of insurance regulators worldwide as a key strategic policy decision for the Climate Emergency.</td>
<td>In line with the FSB Climate Roadmap, the CoP26 Private Finance Agenda and the regulators’ Climate Training Alliance, evaluate and manage exposures to physical climate risks.</td>
<td>Consider how climate risk insurance can be used to manage climate risks across public and private financial systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforce IAIS Strategic Plan priorities on climate risk, financial inclusion and sustainable economic development.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Deepen and diversify sustainable risk pools and apply climate risk management and governance disciplines, including the PCL framework.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirm mandates for insurance regulators and supervisors to support financial inclusion and sustainable market development in order to close the protection gaps faced by communities and economies in the Climate Emergency.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Work with development and humanitarian sectors to support expansion of risk pools.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Actions:**
- Policymakers: 4, 10, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20
- Financial markets: 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
- Public and private financial authorities: 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19
Insurance regulators and climate authorities:

Explore ways for UNFCCC and IAIS members to co-operate on shared climate risk objectives.

Building upon this report, consider how the IAIS, SIF and UNFCCC may explore dialogue and co-operation on shared climate objectives. For example, the IAIS could present climate outputs from the annual Global Insurance Market Report (GIMAR) at CoP meetings.

Actions: 7, 16, 18, 20

Insurance sector:

Become pioneers of climate-related disclosures, prudential supervision and climate stewardship.

In conjunction with the SIF and IAIS, the insurance sector must develop comprehensive and consistent climate risk assessment capabilities, to enable TCFD implementation, supervision and management.

Insurance supervisors must act now, from their prudential and financial stability mandates, to reduce the risk of a systemic collapse.

Actions: 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14

Academia and NGOs.

Research the role of the insurance system in managing the social risks of the net zero transition.

Academic institutions, science funding agencies, regulators and industry partners to co-ordinate research on social protection and insurance systems to support a just transition to resilience and net zero for exposed and vulnerable communities.

Actions: 11, 20
## Contribution of the insurance sector to the four priorities of CoP26

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CoP26 priorities</th>
<th>Insurance sector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Priority 1: Reporting</td>
<td>Climate risk assessment and quantification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disclosure, solvency and capital management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Systemic climate risk intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority 2: Risk management</td>
<td>Climate risk reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Climate risk governance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Climate risk sharing and transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority 3: Returns</td>
<td>Defining climate risk market boundaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Underwriting for the climate transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority 4: Mobilisation</td>
<td>Insurers as investors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Insurance can offer a contribution to the four CoP26 priorities for the finance sector. By reporting and managing risk, uncertainties are reduced and predictable returns increase, which helps to mobilise larger scale investment, production and use of new technologies. The insurance sector may also enable classification standards and collect risk performance data that may be shared and analysed for systemic risk patterns.

All the areas indicated in the table above need to be supported by adequate levels of regulation to function. Regulation is also fundamental to match the evolving needs of climate risks affecting the sector and governmental policy commitments to net zero.
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